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FOREWORD
Our 48th Design Awards Gala took place on May 22, 2019 in New York City, and on that night we introduced
the Class of 2018; a collection of the very best designed stores opened in that year across the nation and
around the world. In this our annual volume celebrating that event, we bring forward every project that was
celebrated on that special evening.
L’Occitane en Provence on our cover captured the grand prize of Store of the Year 2018 for its new Fifth
Avenue location in New York City. Designed by the in-house team at L’Occitane, this remarkable integration
of digital and physical experience notably pushes the brand in a powerful new direction while celebrating
their artisanal, rustic heritage. Throughout this volume, you’ll experience the 45 projects we recognized
representing the work of 32 teams for excellence in design as well as the dozen Innovation Awards granted.
The Retail (R)evolution continues powerfully, and as we reviewed submissions for what now makes up
the Class of 2018, we noted growth in offerings from both traditional bricks-and-mortar retailers to
new expressions both permanent and temporary from previously online-only sources. We saw service
retailers that engaged fresh experiences, while health and wellness retail embraced the realization of
unusual directions including cannabis. Categories that also seemed immune to change such as
traditional grocers and convenience stores displayed evidence that their teams now see design as a key
differentiator. We saw traditional department stores integrating unusual offerings to tempt customers while
restaurants and bars, tea shops and burger stands are among the best examples of pushing the design
envelope for engaging experiences.
Our resilient industry continues collaborating to create retail spaces for purveyors of experiences, introducing
our newest design category for theoretical and unbuilt spaces that truly push the envelope for what could be
retail experiences for the future. Engaging new technology, materials, lighting and visual design efforts these
concepts speak to the future of our design efforts.
We would also thank Claudia Cerchiara, RDI, International Chairman and 48th International Design
Competition Chair, our hosting Chicago Chapter, Jenny Baker, RDI, for her efforts on this book and our panel
of judges for lending their time and talent. Please read about them on page 8.
Never rest, but keep pushing forward!

Ray Ehscheid, RDI
International President
Retail Design Institute
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MEET THE JUDGES
Jennifer Acevedo Editor-in-Chief, VMSD
magazine, is a 24-year-veteran print journalist
who has researched, spoken, and written
extensively on the strategy, design, and
marketing of retail and consumer brands.
Born in New York City, she has enjoyed living
in Mexico City and Caracas, Venezuela, and is
currently based in Chicago. The opportunity
to experience other cultures from a young age contributed to
her love of travel, design, art, art history, food, and photography.
Acevedo joined VMSD from Retail Leader, a business-to-business
magazine written for corporate-level executives, where she
served as editor-in-chief. Acevedo is a sought-after speaker and
moderator at numerous industry conferences both in the U.S. and
overseas and has served as a judge at various design and marketing
awards competitions. She is a media member of the Institute.
Peter Burgoyne Vice President, Design and
Brand, City Club Apartments. With more
than two decades of design leadership and
hands-on experience, Peter has served as
an in-house store planning/design manager
for fashion and hospitality companies, and
as a creative director at major architecture
and branding studios. Burgoyne is known
as a design and technology pioneer in his work. His projects
span four continents and range from mass to luxury, from oneoff small-scale spaces, global rollouts to large city block-sized,
mixed-use projects. Burgoyne has worked on and led teams for
major retail, F&B, hospitality, travel, and branding initiatives.
Adam Cook Multi-Site Retail Program
Management, JLL. Over his 25-year career,
Adam has worked in more than 50 countries
with such brands as &pizza, AAFES, adidas,
Amazon, Cartier, CitiBank, Crate & Barrel,
Diageo, FedEx, Finish Line, Forever XXI, Holly
Hunt, HSBC, J. Crew, Macy’s, Madewell, Marks
& Spencer, Nike, Penhaligon’s, Public Storage,
Pure Gym, Rasa Indian Grill, Tiffany & Co., Total Wine & More, T-Mobile,
Under Armour, and Volkswagen. Currently, Cook and his team help
retail clients develop new concepts and lead the rollout of new store
and renovation programs. Cook evangelizes “design by numbers,”
helping retail designers and development teams deliver projects with
the P&L mindset of an owner, creating real value for top brands.
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Nicholas Effler, RDI Director of Architecture,
Crate & Barrel, heads a team of architects
and designers leading development
efforts for all Crate & Barrel Holdings brand
concepts, management of the design
process and exploration of store models
and experiences as a driver for future global
expansion and domestic positioning. Effler
is experienced with both domestic and international expansion for
multiple brands, leading retail design efforts through all phases
of conceptualization, development, and maintenance. At Crate &
Barrel, Effler began with focus on domestic flagship architecture
and development of second-generation branding; driving design
for anchor-type projects in the best U.S. centers. His efforts to
define a new CB2 store aesthetic and boutique development of
The Land of Nod (now Crate&Kids) established the course for
company growth through the late 2000s. Earlier, Effler was focused
on international development and brand modelling for VSBA
(Victoria’s Secret Beauty and Accessories), an LBrands sub-brand.
Jacob Hendrickson Director of Creative
Services, idX Corporation. Jacob’s passion for
design initially led to the automotive industry,
where he was designing for Buell/HarleyDavidson. He then took deep interest in the
marketing side and its integration with design
at DCI-Artform where he remained for seven
years, ultimately rising to senior industrial
designer. There, Hendrickson learned the importance of the customer
experience and its relationship to the customer’s thought process
when entering and spending time in any space. He joined idX in April
2013, reaching his present position as director of creative services
in April 2016. Hendrickson earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in
Industrial Design from the Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design.
Diane Kitchell Design Strategist, DK
Interior Concepts. Adjunct Faculty, Boston
Architectural College. Dr. Kitchell, interior
designer, educator, and administrator,
focuses on sustainable, evidence-based
design solutions. Along with her interior
design degrees, EdD, and MBA, she is also
LEED AP ID+C accredited, NCIDQ certified,
EDAC (Evidence-based design) accredited, CAPS (Certified Aging
in Place) specialist and a Disney Institute Leadership Excellence
alumni. Her professional experience in workplace and retail design
have grounded her drive for space planning excellence. Kitchell
is currently a faculty member at Boston Architectural College.

MEET THE JUDGES
Sharon Lessard, RDI Senior Director, Global
Store Design & Development, Under Armour.
Sharon’s 25-year career in the retail industry
has been as both the brand client and as
the design firm service provider to brand
clients. With this integrated experience
and focus on the customer experience,
Lessard brings a unique perspective and
understanding of business-driven design. Key relationships
and programs included in her career are LBrands, Best Buy,
SUPERVALU, Carter’s Oshkosh, 365 by Whole Foods Market, Vera
Bradley, ZARA, SunTrust, PNC, Samsung, AT&T, Bridgestone, Sarah
Cannon, NCR and Cox Automotive. Lessard has been a Professional
member of the Retail Design Institute since 2008 and a founder
of the Minneapolis | St. Paul Chapter. Lessard is International Vice
President of the Retail Design Institute for the 2018-2020 term.
John Miologos, AIA, CSI Senior Director,
Store Development and Design, Walgreens
Corporation, is responsible for all aspects
of store development activity as senior
director of store development and design.
His role is to create and execute compelling
strategies for all new locations and to optimize
Walgreen’s more than 8,200 locations.
Miologos’ teams include environmental
brand design, store standards, engineering, corporate facilities,
and site-specific store design. Prior to joining Walgreens, Miologos
served as executive vice president of architecture, engineering
and construction management for eight years at WD Partners
Inc. and led more than 200 architects and engineers. He joined
WD Partners from McDonald's, where he served as corporate vice
president in the worldwide architecture, design and construction
group. During his 30 years of experience he directed the design
of new growth concepts, managed global prototype standards,
and provided expertise to field organizations around the world.
Gabriel Stoia Associate, Design Manager,
Stantec Architecture, has more than 17 years
of experience in strategic retail planning,
site evaluation and selection, architecture,
retail concept development, and interior
design. Stoia leads mid- to large-scale retail
projects and supports site development,
construction administration, and project
management teams. His varied work experience has given him
the ability to understand each project as a whole, and to master
the complexity of its details. Most of all, Stoia is passionate about
finding optimal design solutions to meet each of his clients’
objectives. When not at the office, you can find Stoia in his backyard
building forts and zip lines with his kids or traveling the world.

Anthony Pastore Director of Store Design,
Ulta Beauty, has 21 years of retail design
experience. As director of store design at Ulta,
he leads a small internal store design team
along with managing outside consultants
encompassing interior design, fixture design,
architecture, planning, and layout specialists.
Over the last 14 years, Pastore has played a
large role in Ulta’s expansion from 100 stores to more than 1,200
in all 50 states, including creating and implementing new design
concepts and strategies. Pastore creates stylish usable spaces that
allow the customer service teams and salon professionals do their
best work in connecting with customers. He holds a Bachelor
of Arts in Architectural Studies from the University of Illinois at
Chicago. Prior to joining Ulta, Pastore was an associate at Johnson
Design Group. Pastore is a current appointed commissioner
on the Cultural Arts Committee for the Village of Oswego.
Jason Watts, RDI Founder and President,
Splash 10 Design, has more than 25 years of
experience in creating branded environments.
Combining expertise in design of retail
environments with several award-winning
retail design firms and shopper marketing
agencies, Watts brings a blend of shopperbased strategy and thought leadership of the
agency world, with the environmental design
and merchandising focus of the design community. In addition to
working with several brand environments firms, Watts previously
was vice president, retail design director for Arc Worldwide, part of
Leo Burnett Group in Chicago, responsible for leading the design
team in the shopper-based strategy, creative direction, design
development and implementation of new concepts. Watts has
a Bachelor of Science in Interior Design from the University of
Cincinnati. He also is an award winning and nationally recognized
fine artist and has shown his paintings in galleries in New York,
Chicago and Washington D.C. Watts is President of the Chicago
| Great Lakes Chapter of the Retail Design Institute for the 20182020 term.Van Cleef & Arpels. Originally from Colombia, Valencia
holds a Bachelor in Architecture from Universidad del Valle.
The Institute thanks the judging committee and facilitators:
Special thanks from International Chairman Claudia Cerchiara,
RDI, to: Gabriel Stoia and Stantec Design for hosting our judges
in its Chicago office; Retail Design Institute Chicago Chapter
for coordinating the 48th International Design Competition;
48th International Design Competition Chair Micah Shadowen,
Chipman Design Architecture; Maria Albulescu, RDI, LEED AP ID+C,
Walgreens; and Matt Nurre, RDI, Visual Image, for their assistance.
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Specialty Softlines

ABC-Mart Grand Stage
Tokyo
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Photography: Masayuki Saito, Izumo, Shimane, Japan

ABC-Mart is Japan’s leading retailer
of athletic, business, and casual
footwear, operating more than 800
stores under several banners across
Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.
Hoping to capitalize on the meteoric
rise in sneakers and streetwear, ABCMart decided its Grand Stage brand
should become a destination for people
who are driven by style and culture.
ABC-Mart asked the CallisonRTKL design
team to create a flexible, scalable, and
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dynamic retail experience that changes and
evolves as fast as its target customer. The
design process began by defining Grand
Stage’s target – the “Style Connected”
customer. With a mix-and-match style
crafted through the relentless pursuit of
culture, the Style Connected customer is
in synch with fashion, travel, music, and
art. The team created an experience that
provides head-to-toe inspiration while
also bolstering Grand Stage’s credibility
as a sport-style and innovation expert.
Grand Stage is laid out into three distinctive

experiences: “Center Stage”; “Feature
Walls”; and “Back Stage.” The experience
begins digitally, led by a robust mobile
app that connects customers with
store staff and each other, with support
from relevant in-store technology.
Each floor instore leads with a main focal
point, Center Stage, which is a platform for
showcasing a variety of brands, lifestyle
inspirations, and innovative products.
The store’s Feature Walls, which line the
perimeter, are separated according to
brand, making it easy for customers to see

breadth instore and depth online. Back Stage includes
a “Click + Collect” area with digital lockers that allow
customers to pick up items purchased online; and a
“Kick Pics” booth, which features a mirrored ceiling
and localized graphics, where customers can try on
shoes, and snap and share photos of the shoes on social
media. Fitting rooms, also located within Back Stage,
allow customers to try-it-on and show-it-off on social
media and provide access to peer-to-peer services.
Grey walls and floor tiles contrast with brightly colored
murals – painted by local artists – to create a highly
energized atmosphere. Lighted, glass panels around
Center Stage draw the eye to a featured brand’s edited
product selection. Pegboard panels offer easy product
reorganization while floor fixtures allow the products
to take center stage. Natural wood planks highlight
Back Stage areas and make it easy for customers to
find fitting rooms as well as the Click + Collect lockers.
A highlight instore, these lockers allow customers to
select items to try on or purchase the next time they
visit the store. A digital key code permits them to
retrievetheir products from their assigned locker.
Digital and graphic panels help customers find the
right products and get information about those
products in an easy-to-use manner. By placing a shoe
in front of the store’s RFID panels, customers can
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obtain information about the chosen shoe
including innovation, design, additional
colors, sizing, and in-stock inventory.
Digital screens display compelling
graphics, related to the current Center
Stage initiative, product innovations, or
other relevant content. When a customer
approaches and touches a digital screen,
they are given access to an endless
aisle via the ABC-Mart app or website,
as well as editorial content. Additional
features of the screen include in-stock
inventory information and, in the case of
interactive mirrors, smart suggestions.
The store’s Kick Pics booth creates customerdriven moments of storytelling. Customers
enter the booth, touch the screen and,
after a countdown, three cameras capture
overhead, head-to-toe, and shoe-eye
views. Customers are then able to select
a preferred crop and backdrop, and share
on social media and the ABC-Mart app.
Lighting enhances the store’s minimal
design with sources seamlessly integrated
into existing architectural elements,
utilizing lighting with virtually no glare
to focus attention only to the products.
Lighting integrated within the façade’s
glass fins provides a nighttime identity
while showcasing the store interior.
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Specialty Softlines

adidas
Beijing
Design: Gensler, New York City
Photography: Courtesy adidas
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adidas AG, the largest sportswear manufacturer in
Europe, is a multinational corporation founded and
headquartered in Herzogenaurach, Germany.
After designing the company’s New York City flagship, the Gensler
team was enlisted to design the new adidas Beijing location with a
multifaceted vision that celebrates Asia’s dynamic culture. Evolving
the “stadium” concept, which was first introduced in New York, the
design for the Beijing store provides a fully immersive, authentic
experience that brings the brand’s “field of play” ethos to life.
With a transparent, dynamic façade, the redesign immediately
connects the interior’s ambience to the street. The four-story
building is flooded with natural light through large windows
during the day and illuminates the street with bright stadium
lights at night. The athlete’s journey with adidas begins at a
double-height, concrete-bleacher seating area that extends
out to the street level. Inside, each floor features design
elements such as steel mesh textures, raw concrete floors,
large dramatic pillars, and textured walls that reflect Asia’s
urban architecture. The journey throughout the vertical
arrangement of the space consistently provides a stadium
experience with escalator portals encased in concrete, replete
with digital screens and evocative stadium lighting.
Immersive touchpoints and digital screens interspersed
throughout invite guests to engage and actively be involved in the
creator space. Customers can create personalized adidas products
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at the jersey and sneaker
customization lab. Multiple
areas in the store are made
for athletic discovery, as
customers can try out various
products. An outdoor turf
balcony and track setting
provide different textures to
test products in an authentic
environment. Adidas’ genuine
desire to connect and
empower their customers is
evidenced with education
and wellness spaces for
classes in fitness, yoga, and
running, as well as a stage
zone for visiting athletes
and celebrities to give “adi
talks” and host events.
Every element within
the space telegraphs a
soulful, raw, and honest
representation of sport.
The space pushes adidas
to the forefront of Asia’s
sports industry and
cements the brand’s belief
in the power of sport.
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Unbuilt | Conceptual - Theoretical or Concept

Air: A Portable Pop-Up Park
Design: Little, Charlotte, N.C.

Air is a theoretical project designed
to help local communities temporarily
transform vacant or underused
properties into leasable space.

creating crystal clear memories of special
moments. Whenever a unique experience
is needed to draw people together to share
in its delight, a solution awaits with Air.

A vacating anchor tenant at a regional mall,
with no options for leasing. A vacant urban
property, readying for redevelopment.
Wherever there is space that lacks a sense of
place and purpose, a solution awaits with Air.

Air is a portable pop-up park. Both
communities and developers alike can work
with Air to set up for a week or six months.
While an array of retailers/brands are
permanent fixtures, what makes Air unique
is its invitation to local retailers, makers,
farmers, entertainers, and community groups
to make their own mark on the experience.
Air provides the environment, the kit of

Seasonal wellness fair. Farmer’s market.
Festival in the park. These “happenings”
are sprinkled across the pages of our lives,
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parts, the program structure, marketing,
management, and guidance. The rest is local.
In fact, the Little design team intentionally
left aspects of the concept open ended
so that it can be personalized by the local
community or neighborhood – the intention
being the ever-so-elusive authentic “grit”
that everyone seeks, but cannot recreate.
While the example provided illustrates the
occupying of a deserted gas station, Air
can go virtually anywhere and is scalable
to accommodate a variety of settings.
Air’s modularity not only allows for its

mobility and ability to conform to different
event and merchandising requirements, it can
expand or shrink and change shape. Either for
a regional mall parking lot or the city park,
Air creates synergies and a novel new magnet
for everyone’s curiosity and enjoyment.
What really sets Air apart from conventional
developments is the notion that “happenings”
are the experience – not the retail aspect alone.
In fact, create the happening, and the customer,
and therefore the retail experience, will follow.
Air is of our times – fluid and purposeful. Air
pulls into town, unpacks a happening, and
brings communities together. Air is a new
factor in dynamic living. Air floats along, taking
on the latest trends, and moves on before it
becomes passé. Communities anticipate Air
and wave goodbye when it leaves for the next
town. Air is an unfolding story in which each
neighborhood writes its own unique chapter.
Whenever changes in customer behavior
force fundamental shifts in commercial
development towards authentic, purpose
driven-experiences, a solution awaits with Air.

19
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Branding: The concept was branded “Air”
to evoke its everpresent, yet transient
and fluid nature. The team intentionally
used a term that could “fit” anywhere,
yet is identifiable enough that it takes
on a brand position of its own when
popping up from place to place.
Environmental Graphics/Wayfinding:
A combination of fixed, digital, and
projection graphics are employed.
Branded elements are applied for both
primary identification and the logo
geometry (which evoke the “cloud
elements”) which are used throughout.
Circulation/Store Planning: As a result of
Air’s flexible/modular nature, the circulation
pattern can vary at each installation/
location. However, the intention is to have
mobile pop-up retailers located between
a series of event spaces that are located at
opposing zones of the subject site. Larger
(i.e., containers) and smaller mobile retailers
(kiosks/carts) are grouped in separate
zones to activate adjacent event functions
and drive movement from zone to zone.
Merchandising Fixturing: All fixtures
are “component-ized” into a flexible
kit-of-parts that can be loaded into a
container for ease of relocation and
setup. An array of component types
allows for an array of retailers.
Materials and Finishes: The main feature
of the space is an EPTFE (expanded
polytetrafluoroethylene) inflatable
membrane that is both iconographic and
sheltering. Combinations of raw wood
and finished phenolic surfaces make up
the fixture palette. Powder coated steel
frames and fabric mesh make up the
“treehouse” feature at the main entry.
Lighting and Visual Merchandising: The
“cloud” elements are activated by lighting
and the kinetic coloration at night, and
diffuse sunlight during the day. Beyond
community-based graffiti, all visual
merchandising is left each pop-up retailer.
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Supermarket | Grocery

Avril Supermarché Santé
Laval, Que.
Design: Ædifica, Montréal
Photography: Olivier Blouin, Montréal
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Avril is a Granby, Que.–based independent
chain of supermarkets, operating
eight stores. All stores are designed
to be energy efficient and devoted
to democratizing natural and organic
products, making them accessible to all.

Avril Supermarché Santé wanted its new
Laval Center store to offer customers in the
North Shore a meaningful experience in
keeping with its overall objective to offer a
unique customer experience for whole-food
enthusiasts. The Ædifica team was asked

to create an epic experience for healthy
food products amateurs at this location.
Conceptually, the store pushes the
boundaries of a traditional grocery
store. In addition to providing premium

23
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selections of healthy food products, the
43,000 sq.-ft. store houses “CultiGo,”
an automated vertical farming system
and equipment for microgreens based
on technology developed in Quebec.
The store offers a range of organic
produce, sustainably sourced fresh fish,
house-made organic pizza and roasted
chicken, bread and pastries, gelatos,
grab-and-go prepared foods, nutritional
supplements, and natural cosmetics, as
well as a 130-seat bistro-style food court.
A central and convivial gourmet zone
invites guests into an indoor and
outdoor space for healthy meals, which
are offered at the nearby ready-to-eat
area. A library corner and the cosmetics

area add substance to an insightful and
satisf ying shopping experience, and
feature low ceilings, dimmed light, and
different consultation areas. The lighting
concept was designed to harmonize
with the store’s wooden furnishings.
The energy-efficient store exudes
abundance and well-being, delivering
a distinctive shopping experience for
customers. The setting and feel are
at once inspiring and invigorating.
The customer experience includes
various elements recalling the origin
of the produce and producers, while
providing insight into local, organic,
and responsible grocery shopping.
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Specialty Softlines

Birkenstock
New York City
Design: TPG Architecture, New York City
Photography: Alec Zaballero, New York City

Tracing its roots to 1774, Birkenstock is a
German shoe brand known for its iconic
sandals with signature contoured cork
footbeds that mold to the wearer’s feet.
Sold in 90 countries worldwide,
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Birkenstock was previously accessible to
the U.S. market only through wholesalers,
distributors, department stores, and
independent boutiques. Looking to
extend its geographic reach and promote
its expanding merchandise categories,

Birkenstock decided to open a flagship
in the heart of New York City’s SoHo
neighborhood, its first company-owned
brick-and-mortar store in the United States.
Birkenstock sought an experiential and

brand-centric store that not only creates an
experience, but also celebrates its rich history
and highlights its dedication to craftsmanship.
They tapped TPG Architecture to create a
retail experience that resets the customer’s
brand expectations. The two-floor store
showcases the entire range of Birkenstock
products from its sandals, clogs, and boots
to bags, belts, socks, and natural skincare.
The landmarked building’s façade (circa 1825)
was restored to its earlier glory and immediately
welcomes passersby inside with a double-height
storefront window design. For the interior, the
design team incorporated brand-driven, organic
materials throughout the store, using the same
element of sustainable materiality to align with
Birkenstock’s products and brand DNA. The bright
and naturally comfortable store interior focuses
on core materials including cork and leather and
creates a relaxed atmosphere for shoppers. A
heritage wall with shadowboxes and a bronze,
branded seal was integrated into the design to
emphasize the company’s presence throughout
the space. Similarly, the design team enhanced
the building's existing stairs, incorporating
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a playful spin on a piece of
Birkenstock heritage – its iconic
shoe outsoles. The design team
rescaled and reinterpreted the
wavy waffle pattern found on
these outsoles to create the
matte black, laser-cut screen
that lines the stairway.
The second-floor gallery/lounge
space is dedicated to the brand’s
limited-edition collection and
designer collaborations. This
more intimate space aims
to highlight Birkenstock as a
fashion brand in conjunction
with its heritage and identity,
with a loft-like residential
feel suited for special events
and new product launches.
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Supermarket | Grocery

Brothers Marketplace
Waltham, Mass.
Design: BHDP Architecture, Cincinnati
Photography: Mark Steele, Columbus, Ohio
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Brothers Pat and Bud Roche founded
Roche Bros. Supermarkets in 1952. Brothers
Marketplace is a next-generation offering
brought to local communities by Pat's sons
and current owners, Rick and Ed Roche.

Each Brothers Marketplace location strives
to integrate local cultural elements into
the store to make it feel truly local and a
part of the community. The new downtown
Waltham store, located in The Merc at
Moody & Main, a 269-unit mixed-use,

transit-oriented development, is the first
urban location for the small-format brand.
The 8,500 sq.-ft. market emphasizes local
producers and vendors. Shoppers will
find unique offerings of prepared foods
made instore, baked goods, seasonal
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and exotic produce, fresh local seafood,
antibiotic and hormone-free meats,
local and international cheeses, and
packaged foods from local producers.
BHDP Architecture’s design team conducted
a “neighborhood audit” to gain a deep
understanding of the neighborhood’s unique
community, heritage, and demographics.
The graphics, created by BHDP Architecture
in collaboration with Roche Bros.
Supermarkets, showcases the culture and
identity of Brothers as it reinvents the corner
grocery with a focus on fresh and local
artisan foods. Celebrating the culinary craft,
the store design highlights the history and
heritage of the neighborhood and delivers
on the brand promise: “Eat. Drink. Be Local.”
To capture Waltham’s rich history, framed
photos from the local historical society
hang in the café seating area. A large
mural behind the cash counters features
colorful illustrative icons that capture the
history and essence of Waltham, with a
nod to the legacy of small neighborhood
markets from a bygone era.
The street-corner location created an
L-shaped orientation with two entrances
and two storefronts as well as shopping
habit and traffic pattern challenges. There
were also two distinct customers – upperfloor apartment residents and visitors to
the building. The corner entrance caters
to people visiting the building either by
foot or bus, while the other entrance is on
the side with a patio that gives building
residents easier access from the parking
lot. This created a secondary challenge of
two distinct traffic flows inside the store.
In response, the amenities were organized
in a way that recognized which customers
would be entering and exiting each
direction, with a bakery on the streetcorner side of the store and a prepared
foods section near the side entrance.
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The top hat is a nod to the town’s annual
steampunk festival, and the clocktower
represents the town square and park
space. "Watch City" recognizes the historic
Waltham Watch Company. The bold,
illustrative graphics in the produce and
dairy departments reinforce the vibrant
resurgence of Waltham as an “up and
coming” neighborhood. The cat, which
is hidden in several locations throughout
the store, is a cheeky nod to Waltham’s
resident YouTube star, Sockington the cat.
A key feature of the design is offering
amenities to customers that provide a
one-stop grocery shopping and dining
experience, whether grabbing a coffee and
groceries to go or staying for a meal. The
graphics throughout the space reflect the
community and tell a story that is unique
to the industrial history of Waltham.
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Specialty Purveyors & Provisioners

Butcher’s Mark
University Park, Fla.
Design: api(+), Tampa, Fla.
Photography: Christopher Garofalo, Atlanta
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Inspired by Old World butchers in the
Northeast, founder Charlie Haney has
created America’s modern-day butcher shop.

concept prototype to communicate the
uniqueness and quality of the product,
and to shape the customer experience.

Butcher’s Mark opened a new 3,000 sq.-ft.
specialty marinated meats store offering
a high level of customer service and
premium, traditional cuts of beef, pork,
lamb, and veal as well as freshly made
sausage. The api(+) design team worked
with founder Charlie Haney to design the

The Butcher’s Mark story starts with a
unique product. A proprietary marinating
technique crafts a highly flavorful meat,
which sets the product apart from
competitors. In addition, since Butcher’s
Mark sources only the highest-quality cuts,
it was apparent a fully branded environment
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could communicate and support the
uniqueness and value of the offering.
The shop itself has a visually strong, modern
aesthetic that begins with an architectural
brick exterior with bold signage. Customers
are welcomed by an oversized logo inlayed
into the floor that embodies the brand
commitment to quality. Other defining
features include a glass recess in the fireglazed tiled rear wall that allows customers

to peer in at the butchers as they work. The
full display of product and working butchers
assures customers of freshness and quality.
A mostly white environment allows products
and informational graphics to take center stage
while bold accents of black and yellow provide a
bright pop of color. Butcher-block wood fixturing
connects to the meat process and warms the
overall environment. Clean lines add to the
store’s minimal character, and wood-patterned
floors and brick-lined walls provide warmth and
texture. Recessed lighting details and yellow
ribbons add further color and personality to
the space that is both alluring and inviting.
In addition to marinated meats, Butcher’s Mark
sells grab-and-go food options, charcuterie
and cheeses, and a private line of select
products including bottled marinades,
olives, antipasto items such as pepper
shooters and sun-dried tomatoes, and a small
selection of veggies to complete a meal.
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Apothecary, Pharmacy

Clean Market
New York City
Design: Heitler Houstoun Architects, New York City
Photography: Dorothy Hong, New York City
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Clean Market’s goal is to inspire people to
incorporate healthy habits into everyday life.
As a disruptive wellness concept, the new
prototype had to demonstrate that it is
not a retail-as-usual environment. Clean

Market includes Vitality Supplement Market
and Functional Food + Tonic Bar as well
as two complimentary brands: Nutridrip
(vitamin IV infusions), and Thermostat
(whole-body cryotherapy and infrared
saunas). Design of the 3,300-sq.-ft.

environment seeks to visually reinforce the
brands working symbiotically to provide
a complete approach to effective, clean,
and technologically advanced wellness.
The Heitler Houstoun design team crafted
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a separate architectural identity
for each of the brands while
also weaving together a single,
thoughtful client journey
through a harmonious, optimistic
space. The space planning
further reinforce this strategy
by shifting the volumes off of
the expected orthogonal grid.
The resulting sitelines also
help achieve another goal of
providing immediate visibility for
all three brands from the entry.
The Vitality Supplement Market
greets visitors with a light,
bright, and refined aesthetic. The
medical-grade supplements are
displayed in custom brass and
quartz fixtures more like precious
jewel cases than drugstore aisles,
projecting a highly curated
approach to product offerings.
A neon sign behind the POS lays
out the seven pillars by which
Clean Market is organized.
The Functional Food + Tonic
Bar, where many retail goods are
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used in superfood smoothies
and power shots, was given a
hand-troweled clay limestone
finish to reinforce the specialty
nature and craft associated with
their menu offerings. Biophilic
design principles were integrated
throughout in details like the
light fixtures over café tables
which also house hanging plants.
Across from the Tonic Bar, a
slatted wood screen provides
a semi-private environment
for Nutridrip’s IV Drip Lounge.
The intravenous vitamin
drips are an advanced way
to treat imbalances in the
body; the brand is founded
in functional medicine and
infusions are administered by
a registered nurse. The maple
slats and ceiling feature, an
abstract interpretation of
sitting under a tree canopy,
create a sense of place and
a unique way to establish
the connection to nature.
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Telecommunications

Comcast
Gurnee Mills, Ill.
Design: Chute Gerdeman, Columbus, Ohio
Photography: Courtesy FCB/RED

Comcast is one of the United States’s largest
telecommunications companies. In 2010 the
company formed Xfinity as its consumerfacing internet and T V brand, providing
cable T V, internet, and phone services.
The Chute Gerdeman team in conjunction
with FCB/RED worked to provide an entirely
new journey, look and feel, and overall
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interactivity to the Comcast brand. Its
mission was to change the face of the
Comcast and Xfinity partnership, allowing
for increased communication within
segmented lifestyle zones for added
engagement. Design needed to facilitate
conversation and promote education,
while diluting any lingering feelings of
disconnection Comcast once held with its

customers. Xfinity stores of the past were
used as pick-up and replacement centers
wrapped in dull colors and dim lighting.
The 4,500 sq.-ft. Gurnee Mills store’s
brighter, cleaner materials palette paved
the course for a more modern aesthetic.
Lighting plays a key role in helping to
formalize the wayfinding. Upon entry,

well-lit fixturing stands tall among
branded-colored furniture and sleek
wooden floors. Dynamic graphics call
out each section and service offering.
The design allows for hands-on
experience with Xfinity’s range
of products and services, ranging
from cable T V, high-speed internet,
Xfinity Mobile, and its new mobile
phone service to Xfinity Home, its
home security and home automation
platform. Along with product and
service demos, customers can pay
bills, pick up and return equipment
and get assistance from trained,
knowledgeable sales and service
consultants. Visitors can use the store’s
iPads and other mobile devices to
explore Xfinity’s Android and iOS apps.
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Specialty Hardlines

CoverGirl
New York City
Design: FRCH NELSON, Cincinnati
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield, Conn.
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Jennifer O’Neill, Cybill Shepherd, and
Christie Brinkley all have been the face
of CoverGirl, a cosmetics line founded in
1961. Coty Inc. purchased CoverGirl in 2016
and embarked on a brand makeover.
The goal of CoverGirl Times Square was to
bring the brand to life. The FRCH NELSON
team helped envision and design the
two-floor, 10,000-sq.-ft. space, turning
one of Times Square’s busiest street
corners into a sleek, cosmetic hub for
that is a truly immersive, a destinationworthy beauty playground that
embodies the brand’s confident essence
and empowering spirit – and allows
customers to touch, test, and share.
As retail becomes more experiential,
CoverGirl Times Square includes a booth
for customers to make a 10-second video
of themselves set to music, and mirrors
equipped with artificial intelligence to test
out different shades of makeup. Olivia, a
hologram customer greeter at the entrance
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dispenses advice, including directions to the
nearest subway. High-end augmented reality
glam stations and mirrors allow shoppers
to virtually try on makeup. Meanwhile,
human makeup artists are on hand for free
15-minute sessions or a 60-minute session
with a minimum product purchase.
Looking to pay homage to the past while
celebrating the future, the design team
also wanted to modernize key legacy
elements of the beloved brand. From a
new take on the iconic vanity lights to
utilizing ring lights as décor, the goal was
to create a playful space that was more
relevant for today’s customer. Product trial
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is front and center at every touchpoint
of the experience, digital activations
elevate customization opportunities, while
Instagrammable moments capture the social
connectivity at the heart of the brand.
All design aspects of the CoverGirl Times
Square flagship were selected to further
enhance the brand’s “I Am What I Make Up”
philosophy, allowing guests to showcase
their personal beauty expression. The
foundation for the color palette stays
true to the brand equity; however, when
selecting materials for the environment,
the team’s approach was to enhance the
color palette by playing with materials and
finishes which had depth, texture, sheen,
and sparkle to enhance and express both
the brand personality and product offering.
This came to life throughout the space,
including the mirrored acrylic discs of the
sparkle wall, textured wallcoverings, and
plenty of mirrored surfaces. The addition
of the pink accent and iridescent colors
inspired by the products themselves
complemented the minimalistic palette.
Design had to make efficient use of space –
occupying two floors – and keep the focus
on a seamless customer journey. Oversized
LED “Times Square” and “COVERGIRL” ceiling
signage takes full advantage of the long
narrow space – and also provides a great
beacon onto the bustling streets of Times
Square at night. Key focal walls such as the
“I Am What I Make Up” (replacing “Easy,
Breezy …”) pull guests through the space,
utilizing bold visual cues to highlight the
stairs to the second floor. Glam Studios
located on both floors provide the perfect
settings for customers to play stylist in
order to create and share their beauty
masterpiece. The space also features two
25-foot signs, custom illuminated signage
and lightboxes, and two large T V screens.
A shimmering wall made of spinning light
discs and colored LED wall washers offer the
space the glam feel the brand embodies.
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Creative Arts & Crafts DIY Studio

Créatif
Pleasanton, Calif.
Design: Retail Habitats, San Diego
Photography: Steve Kosaka, San Diego

The idea to start Créatif sparked when
its founder realized there was a lack of
art instruction studios where both kids
and adults could experience art.
Most newer studios, being a part of the
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paint-and-sip trend, lack family friendliness.
Many older art studios focus on ceramics,
where customers create their art and
wait a week to see it in its finished form.
Créatif ’s founder Jaya Aiyar reasoned that
this doesn’t build excitement or offer the

kind of satisfaction achieved when a person
gets to see their creation immediately,
and spontaneously share their experience
and their unique artwork with others.
With its new 2,526-sq.-ft. location in the

Bay Area, Créatif is the safe, communal space (Créatif seats
85) Aiyar envisioned, where people of all ages and skill levels
can learn about and immerse themselves in art. Her ideal
space also offers a clean, modern, inviting, and inspiring
environment. Guided by those goals as well as key themes
including warmth, wonder, and whimsy, the Retail Habitats
design team produced a space that invites bold expression
and experimentation for all artists, whether a walk-in adult
or a part of scheduled kids group celebrating a birthday.
In addition to the aesthetics, getting the technology
integrations right was crucial to the mission. ArtPad tablets
installed throughout allow guests to access tutorials and
derive inspiration. It was important that the environment
support the technology, that the tablets were integrated
seamlessly, and that the design team thought through the
branding opportunities that the tablet screens present.
Neutral foundational elements like concrete, maple wood and
glass balance the bright “pops” of color for the furnishings
and custom graphic applications found throughout. In the
main studio space, steel gable structures create the illusion
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of privacy for small groups and individual
artists while maintaining an open feel
and inviting potential collaboration.
Private event and instruction rooms
extended this theme using colorful
seating and backlit custom signage to
stay visually interesting without becoming
overstimulating. A mix of task and decorative
lighting ensured a practical yet playful
dimension in an environment that’s meant
to be as functional as it is inspirational.
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Bar | Pub

Deep Dive
Seattle
Design: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Photography: Haris Kenjar, Seattle

Sea Creatures Restaurants’ latest creation is
located at the base of the Amazon Spheres.
The Amazon Spheres are three
spherical conservatories that are part
of Amazon’s headquarters campus.
The domes, which range from three to
four stories tall, house 40,000 plants as
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well as meeting and retail spaces.
Deep Dive is one of three venues created
in retail spaces located between and below
the Spheres – spaces created without
specific programs identified. The Graham
Baba design team was asked to prepare
conceptual ideation for these three spaces

– Experiential and Programmatic functions.
City regulations stipulated that each of
the three spaces are open to the public;
the challenge was how to activate them.
Initial concepts conceived the spaces in
terms of their emotional, intellectual, and
sensory potential, rather than by function.
Following approval of the Experiential
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concept, functional aspects were identified as a bar,
a multi-purpose exhibition space, and a restaurant.
Deep Dive is the manifestation of the bar space.
Loosely inspired by the prohibition-era speakeasy,
Deep Dive takes its aesthetic inspiration from
the worlds of Charles Darwin and Jules Verne
and captures the human spirit of curiosity
and imagination. Accessed via a nondescript
door tucked discretely between two Amazon
Spheres, the experience unfolds as a journey.
The design embraces its inherent spatial limitations:
small scale, varying ceiling heights, drastic elevation
change, and complicated shape. Inside, a gently
sloping ramp brings guests into a sophisticated
environment eschewing minimalism, instead
favoring a rich array of materials and objects.
The floor plan mirrors the complex space with
an arched, tufted velvet banquette and gently
curved bar. The intimate 1,677-sq.-ft. space, with
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seating for 30, is wrapped in wood, punctuated
by shelves and niches supporting an array
of natural objects and artifacts. The space
is transformed into a veritable cabinet of
curiosities. The setting unfolds as a series of
vignettes: entry ramp, bar stage, and library.
Overhead, a custom array of draped steel
“ribbons” adds drama to the space and shrouds
the existing mechanical equipment which
moves through the space. Velvet-covered
occasional seating, small cocktail tables, and
antique furnishings finish the interior. The
library, separated from the primary bar by a
steel-and-glass partition wall and furnished
with an eclectic mix of antiques, provides a
private space for intimate gatherings. Vintage
carpets, patinaed metals, luxurious fabrics,
dark woods (stained ash, oak, and walnut),
custom metalwork handrails, and decorative
panels complete the immersive experience.
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Financial

Desjardins
Montréal
Design: Ædifica, Montréal
Photography: Stéphane Brugger, Montréal
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Desjardins is the largest cooperative
financial institution in Canada.
To increase its visibility with the general
public, Desjardins wanted a flagship service
center in the heart of downtown Montréal
at the corner of St. Catherine and Peel
Streets. The Ædifica design team was asked
to create a unique consultation experience
for Desjardins’ members and clients. The
resulting design reflects a call for sustainable
innovation, transparency, and proximity.
The project’s objective was to promote
the new Desjardins brand identity and
position it in a prime Montréal location.
The design translates the new brand
standards into reference points for
customers and other Desjardins branches.
The new Desjardins service center is open
and transparent, bright and punctuated
by light shades and where wood is in the
spotlight. For the visual signature of its
new location, Desjardins commissioned
a luminous work from Montréal digital
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artist Daniel Iregui to greet members and
guests. “RIVER,” a 36-ft-long installation
featuring LED lights and randomly generated
visuals operating 24 hours a day is the first
permanent work by the world-renowned
digital artist. Working in collaboration with
Igotcha Media and MASSIVart to integrate
content onto oversized digital screens,
RIVER changes in response to the season,
day of the week, ambient noise, and
traffic. Two other featured works include a
volumetric work and a large-format print
under glass. A green wall integrated into
the concept unifies the two levels and by
its natural characteristics, contributes to the
occupants’ well-being. Members and clients
are offered an exceptional multi-sensory
experience that is both welcoming and
warm. Aromatherapy specific to Desjardins
contributes to the overall instore experience.
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Specialty Purveyors & Provisioners
Innovation Award | Storefront (Façade) | Fixturing

Dockside Cannabis
Seattle
Design: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Photography: Andrew Pogue, Seattle

Dockside is Washington state’s
longest-operating recreational/
medical cannabis chain.
When Seattle-based Dockside Cannabis
sought to expand into a rapidly changing
area of the Ballard neighborhood, the
challenge was to define the brand
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experience within a growing and shifting
cannabis marketplace. The solution
was to redefine the typical shopping
experience into a sophisticated and
inviting environment – a place that offers
a unique visual identity paired with an
educationally focused customer experience.

The project transforms an existing,
nondescript one-story building into a
1,930-sq.-ft. shop that retains the footprint
and height of the original structure to
preserve neighborhood scale. A new wood
trellis and deck define the entry and provide
a venue for outdoor gatherings and events.
The exterior, composed of dark metal siding
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and roofing with corten steel
accents, creates a visually quiet
presence on a busy thoroughfare.
Ample glazing at the entry
and street façade produces an
inviting level of transparency,
reinforcing the image of cannabis
as a mainstream product.
Inside, the space is bright and
airy, courtesy of light-stained
maple and white oak, plywood
cabinetry and display cases,
and a skylight inserted into the
existing roof. Daylight filters
through exposed scissor trusses
overhead while polishedconcrete floors provide a clean,
no-fuss surface below. Wood
shelving and tables feature steel
accents and provide a minimalist
contemporary aesthetic for
products housed under glass
cloches and in vitrines, a display
method that enables customers
to peruse the merchandise
while still complying with strict,
no-touch city regulations.
Products are stored in efficient
pull-out cabinets that can be
stocked directly from the back
room. When fully closed, these
tall, vertical cabinets resemble
a wood-paneled wall and serve
as a simple backdrop for the
sales counter. Sales staff assists
customers on the sales floor as
they browse the products rather
than from behind the counter,
which is only used for the final
transaction. This approach fosters
a comfortable and informative
conversation with staff by
removing the pressure to quickly
decide and make a purchase
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while other customers are waiting in line.
Express purchases, ordered online in advance,
can be quickly picked up at a table located
just inside the entry. Medical consultations
take place at a small desk tucked into a private
corner removed from the main sales space.
By eliminating clutter and the bottleneck of
a traditional cannabis shop sales counter,
customers can enjoy a personalized, leisurely
browsing experience in a tranquil, visually
calming environment. The fresh, natural
material palette and bright, transparent
space provide just the right positive image
to this newly legal sector of products.
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Specialty Hardlines

Duty Zero
Hong Kong
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Photography: Tim Franco, Shanghai, China

Duty Zero by cdf is a joint venture
between China Duty Free Group
and Lagardère Travel Retail.
CDFG is China’s leading duty-free retailer,
operating 248 duty-free stores across
Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau,
Taiwan, and Southeast Asia. Lagardère
Travel Retail operates in 31 countries –
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with 220 airports and 700 train stations in
EMEA, North America, and Asia-Pacific.
The CallisonRTKL design team was asked
to create a series of liquor and tobacco
shops under one roof at the Hong Kong
International Airport. The store features
a two-level, sculptural design element
that can be seen from afar, as well as

a special wine bottle showcase that
immediately draws the eye to the space
as travelers descend on the escalator. The
portal gate creates an inviting entrance,
and rotating events and promotions at
the entry keep Duty Zero’s programming
fresh. Well-defined circulation and points
of customer service make navigation and
the shopping experience seamless.

Inside, the store is zoned into seven
distinct areas. These zones are modeled
after specific food-and-beverage–centric
offerings, including a chateaux wine vault,
a whiskey distillery, and a Hong Kong High
Tea district. The Hong Kong High Tea store’s
signs, finishes, and fixtures give visitors a
sense of nostalgic Hong Kong street scenes
with well-known street signs and handmade
tiles. The design also showcases an iconic
red Hong Kong taxi that’s picture-perfect
for Instagram moments, and truly represents
Hong Kong’s diverse makeup as a city
that’s part nod to the old British influence,
while identif ying Duty Zero as very much
a store that celebrates Cantonese culture.
A range of finish materials was used to create
a different atmosphere for each merchandise
subsection, varying from assorted wood
tiles and textured metal in the Whiskey
area to slick, glossy-white GRG finish in the
White Spirits zone. The wine zone features
a brick-and-stone tile-lined vault designed
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to look like an authentic European cellar.
Technology is used throughout to engage
customers, including a digital sommelier
in the wine vault where customers can
place their chosen bottle on a digital media
table, which pops up information about the
winery, vintage, and best foods to pair.
Light fixtures were selected to minimize
direct glare and to provide natural product
lighting. Accent lighting, such as a backlit
Barrisol ceiling for category features
and old Edison-style incandescent bulb
sconces in the wine vault area, creates
definition and drama. Light boxes and
digital screens on freestanding vertical
shutter tract frames in multiple locations
enhance visual merchandising efforts.
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75

Department Store

El Palacio de Hierro
Mexico City
Design: TPG Architecture, New York City
Photography: Paúl Rivera, New York City

El Palacio de Hierro is an upscale
chain of department stores in
Mexico founded in 1888.
The TPG Architecture design team was called
upon to completely renovate the lower level
of the El Palacio de Hierro department store
located in the Santa Fe district of Mexico
City. The objective was for this floor to serve
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as an anchor for an entire wellness store
concept that would resonate with the young,
affluent local population. The updated floor
includes a healthy and organic food court
extending into the mall, retail focused on
athleisure, and wellness services such as a
fully equipped gym, yoga classes, baking
classes, a beauty spa, and travel services.

Inspired by natural motifs, the design
team utilized organic shapes, and natural
materials and details throughout, even
defining the food court center with a live
tree, and a Palacio-branded ornamental
screen that soars up to the top level of
the store. The tree is surrounded by a
curvilinear green banquette that branches
out into the food court, providing seating

for visitors while reiterating the
biophilic design. The overall space’s
wellness concept focuses on the mind,
body, and soul through the numerous
services and experiences aimed to
benefit customers’ personal health.
At the core of the store, the challenge
was how to draw traffic down to the
new lower level. The design team
achieved this by cladding the atrium’s
columns with wood, glass, and light
– and creating a series of long, slim
digital screen towers that stretch from
the lower level up to the top floor in
order to draw attention to the Wellness
area below. Athletic footwear, a very
popular category, lives at the base
of the well, serving as centerpiece
focal for the sports retail categories
and fitness spaces that surround it.
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Specialty Hardlines

FAO Schwarz
New York City
Design: Chute Gerdeman, Columbus, Ohio
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield, Conn.
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Legendary FAO Schwarz has been
captivating customers for more
than 150 years with its toy selection
and instore experience.
After the New York City flagship closed

its doors in 2016, the storied retailer came
under new ownership. The decision to
resurrect the retail icon involved a number
of brand consultants and partnerships. New
York City-based Mattson Creative was hired
to revive and revitalize the iconic brand with

a new identity system. For the store itself,
FAO Schwarz worked with Chute Gerdeman
to design a new flagship, which opened
in November 2018 in Rockefeller Center.
More than a toy store, FAO Schwarz is a
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place fueled by imagination and discovery.
Guests find themselves transported to another
world with FAO’s newest icon: the rocket ship.
Surrounded by classic plush creations, the 27-foot
tall rocket ship – sponsored by Build-A-Bear
Workshop – showcases teddy-bear astronauts,
becoming the first cue that more “Discovery”
waits upstairs. From the 49th Street entrance,
guests are greeted by FAO’s iconic threestory, three-dimensional clock tower, inviting
exploration up, through, around, and within.
Beyond the clocktower and rocket ship, the
lighting plan helps create powerful illumination
within the store’s staircase. Neon colors work
to guide shoppers from one floor to the next,
re-emphasizing FAO’s aesthetic of wonder.
From window graphics and wall murals, to
clock towers and rocket ships, reimagining
the in-store experience showcases a powerful
experience, imaginative customer journey, and
classic, high-end products. From entry to exit,
the collective work of the design teams elevates
the history of FAO Schwartz, while at the same
time touting its incredible transformation.
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Apothecary, Pharmacy

Farmacia Puente Colgante
Valladolid, Spain
Design: Marketing-Jazz, Madrid
Photography: Luis Sanchez De Pedro Aires, Madrid

This project aimed to position
Farmacia Puente Colgante as the
leading pharmacy in Valladolid.
The Marketing-Jazz design team took
its inspiration from the city’s highly
recognizable Vizcaya Bridge that links two
towns. Built in 1893, the iron bridge was
designed by Alberto Palacio, a disciple
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of Gustave Eiffel. The name Colgante
(“hanging bridge”) acts as a metaphor
for bridging both pharmacological and
natural medicines at this pharmacy.
The logo design, based on a graphic
depiction of the suspension bridge with
two crosses, helps to convey clearly the
new brand’s positioning. Beginning with

the storefront, more than 35 linear meters
(approximately 115 feet) of storefront
with backlit “rays” of light make the most
of pedestrian and car traffic to draw
attention. This openness of the store makes
it possible to anticipate the shopping
experience long before entering.
The store plan – in the shape of an

inverted “U” – creates a shopping route and
experience centered on the ”Laboratory” and
the “Natural” rooms. Natural medicine, new
items, special offers, perfumes, personal care,
and cosmetics are placed on the first section
of the letter U. The second section, which
serves to link the pharmacy's two zones, is
for prescription medicine, over-the-counter
medicines, and the most popular cosmetic
categories, together with hair care products.
The last section of the pharmacy is devoted
to optical products, products for children,
oral hygiene, orthopedics, and mobility.
The lighting plan was designed to make
customers feel at ease, and see clearly what is
on offer. Solid-surface countertops incorporate
warm LED lighting. In addition, LED projectors
suspended from ceiling rails lining the perimeter
contribute dramatic illumination. Materials
play a key role from the ceramic marble floor
to oak furniture, and mirror, glass, and metal
selected to convey the attributes of a warm,
professional, quality pharmacy that is both
contemporary and elegant. Visual merchandising
and graphics were custom designed for the store.
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Specialty Hardlines
Innovation Award | Store Planning

Innisfree
New York City
Design: Mapos Architects DPC, New York City
Photography: Garrett Rowland, San Francisco

Innisfree is a South Korean natural cosmetics
brand created by AmorePacific in 2000.
Innisfree selected Mapos Architects to create
a one-of-a-kind New York experience for
its new 1,600 sq.-ft. location in Midtown.
The primary challenge was to effectively
convey the natural and light feel of the
world’s leading K-Beauty brand, whose
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product ingredients are sourced from
an aesthetically beautiful island, while
embracing the context of New York City, an
island known for juxtapositions of glamour,
grittiness, bright lights, and scaffolding.
All Innisfree product ingredients come only
from Jeju Volcanic Island, a small island off
the Southern coast of South Korea known for

its lush plant life and many endemic species.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site, it is known
as the “Hawaii of South Korea.” Jeju Volcanic
Island and Lava Tubes together comprise
three sites that occupy 18,846 hectares,
and include Geomunoreum, regarded
as the finest lava tube system of caves
anywhere. The story of the island and its
natural resources are central to the Innisfree

product story. Their products are derived from
mineral-rich volcanic rock and water, as well as
the diverse tropical plant life covering the island.
“The Island” and “The Scaffolding” became the
concepts driving both the design and central
organization of the space. Embracing the New
York City context of the space, floors, walls, and
columns were stripped down to unfinished steel
and concrete, and dropped ceilings were removed
so that the rawness of the existing space could
be celebrated. The Mapos design team then went
about layering their new interpretation of the
brand onto this unadorned canvas. An 18-ft.-long
free-form island is centrally located, pierced by a
monumental double-story column, and seemingly
carved from black lava rock. Integrated into the
top of this island is an explorable landscape
of lush plants, testable product, real lava rock,
Jeju island stories, and a custom washbasin and
recycling area where guests can return their
empty product bottles. Exploring this table draws
visitors into the store and eventually around
the entire space, like a hike around the island.
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Fast Food & Quick Service Restaurants

JA Jiaozi
Irvine, Calif.
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Photography: Lawrence Anderson, Los Angeles
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This dumpling-centered restaurant’s
story begins with the word “Ja,”
meaning “home” in Chinese.
Hoping to introduce a new restaurant
concept to the Western market, a

well-established Chinese restaurateur
with hundreds of restaurant locations
in China asked CallisonRTKL to
create a modern interior and brand
identity for a new restaurant rooted
in the ideals of fresh homecooked

meals served in a casual setting.
The 2,954-sq.-ft. restaurant hopes to
reintroduce Chinese cuisine to the
United States by incorporating only fresh,
natural ingredients into the food. This
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concept is carried out and reflected in the
design throughout the space. One of the
main challenges was incorporating the
restaurant’s brand story to reflect the feeling
of home. “Ja” is the phonetic pronunciation
of the Chinese word for home which aligns
with the restaurant’s overall concept.
In China, the art of preparing and feasting
on dumplings has brought families together
for generations. Just as the Japanese
“gyoza” has become synonymous with a
dumpling, the client hoped for the same
association of the word “jiaozi,” which
is Chinese for dumpling. Consequently,
the menu only refers to the dish as jiaozi,
in hopes that more and more of their
clientele will come to embrace the word.
The team created a star feature – a dumpling
bar – that gives guests a front-row seat to
experience the theater of the kitchen. A large
glass window puts everything in the kitchen
on display – providing an entertaining
element as diners watch their dumplings
being rolled into wrappers, filled with savory
treats, folded into half-moon shapes, and
pinched into their traditional jiaozi shape.
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Specialty Purveyors & Provisioners

Johnnie Walker
Madrid
Design: Dalziel & Pow, London
Photography: Courtesy Johnnie Walker

Grocer John Walker sold Walker's Kilmarnock
Whisky, a blended malt, in the Scottish
town of Kilmarnock, East Ayrshire in
the mid-1800s. After his death in 1857,
his son established Johnnie Walker.
The Johnnie Walker Madrid store is a
destination for Scotch lovers and whisky
novices alike. The Dalziel & Pow design team
created a place to host to a wide variety of
immersive experiences, including whisky
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appreciation classes and tastings designed
to help people explore the world of Johnnie
Walker and Scotch. Visitors are able to
choose from a special collection of Johnnie
Walker whiskies, purchase some of the rarest
and most exceptional single malts from
which Johnnie Walker is crafted, and explore
limited edition curated collaborations
exclusive to the new store. This is the
first manifestation of Johnnie Walker that
brings all these experiential elements

and products together in one place.
It was essential that the concept encourage
the discovery of Johnnie Walker and help
the brand reach a new audience, with a
focus on millennials and women. It also
needed to break with conventions with a
look and feel that moved away from the
masculine connotations associated with
whisky. Setting the tone for the space is
the overall optimistic and colorful palette.

As today’s retail landscape evolves, so do
customer expectations. Johnnie Walker
meets these expectations by providing
fun, immersive experiences that also
serve a purpose. Throughout the space
clear and expressive signage, wayfinding,
and branding invite customers in and
help tell the story. Behind a life-sized
sculpture of the Johnnie Walker mascot
is a fun illuminated light that reads,
“keep walking Madrid” – a playful detail
that roots the store to its locality.
The store is all about the customer
journey and engages visitors in an
increasingly progressive way as they
move through the space. At the store’s
entrance is a “Perfect Serve” screen that
profiles each customer and matches
them to a whisky cocktail. This personal,
tailored service is perfect for introducing
novices and millennial customers (who
may find the idea of drinking straight
whisky intimidating) to the brand.
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Slightly further into the store,
a wall showcases the whisky
range. This wall is divided by
the colored labels that relate to
each particular whisky and its
flavor profile. Accompanying
each whisky is a bell jar so
customers can smell the whisky’s
scent. In the drawers below are
takeaway recipe cards that give
younger customers a relatable
context in which to appreciate
the whiskies. This whole
experience aims to demystif y
the whisky buying process.
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Fast Food & Quick Service Restaurants

Kinton Ramen
Mississauga, Ont.
Design: dialogue 38, Toronto
Photography: Kerun Ip, Toronto
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Kinton Ramen was the first authentic Japanese
ramen bar in Toronto when it opened in May
2012. Since then the brand has opened 10 Greater
Toronto locations in addition to sites in Quebec.
Kinton Ramen is known not only for a premiumquality guest experience through its exceptional
ramen bowls, but also through the overall
dining experience. Its latest location in the
newly developed and fast-growing Parkside
Village area in Mississauga’s City Centre
continues the regional restaurant’s expansion.
Materials first chosen by dialogue 38 in 2012
for Kinton Ramen’s first Toronto ramen bar are
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now used at each location help
establish the Kinton brand. The
color scheme is inspired by the
Kinton logo – the golden pig –
fused with traditional Japanese
elements such as natural wood.
The furniture pieces in the dining
area, as well as the pendant
lights, are designed and custom
made for Kinton Ramen.
In Mississauga, the scope of
work included continuing the
brand identity as well as a full
interior design concept, façade
design, and signage. The layout
places the back of house and
restrooms parallel to the back
wall, and the open kitchen
and bar offset from the side
wall to maximize remaining
space for the dining area.
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WINNER: 2018 Store of the Year
Specialty Softlines
Innovation Award | Experiential

L’Occitane en Provence
New York City
Design: L’Occitane en Provence North America, New York City
Photography: Courtesy L'Occitane en Provence
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Olivier Baussan founded L'Occitane
en Provence in 1976 to celebrate and
preserve the traditions of Provence.
L’Occitane en Provence faced a challenge
when creating its newest New York City

store: conceive a new design to attract new
customers and to re-engage loyal customers
in new ways. L’Occitane customers do buy
and replenish through e-commerce, but
new stores drive overall sales for the French
beauty brand. This concept store, located at

555 Fifth Avenue, is an immersive destination
– a modern interpretation of Provence
within the heart of bustling New York City.
The North American in-house design and
construction team created the new 1,870
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sq.-ft. store to easily adapt to rapidly changing
retail requirement, to be more agile and more
disruptive. Visitors are greeted by a set of bicycles
situated in front of a background that evokes
the lush, cobblestoned streets of Provence, the
perfect spot to take photos for Instagram or their
favorite social network. The interactive store with
its changing and interactive displays is designed
to generate social media buzz. The new location
features a dedicated area with a video live feed
of the company’s U.S. Instagram account.
Visitors can indulge in relaxing hand massages and
Provençal treats. The store includes a “rain-shower”
sink, an interactive skincare consultation area, a
curved communal bench beneath a Mediterranean
olive tree, and an enhanced fulfilment services
“comptoir.” Visitors are invited to test its first
virtual reality experience – a 360-degree hot air
balloon ride though the south of France – while
enjoying real-life hand massage with L’Occitane
products. The 555 Fifth Avenue store consolidates
L’Occitane locations at Times Square and Rockefeller
Center in a larger footprint. The store highlights
seasonal campaigns inspired by the Provençal
lifestyle, ingredient stories, environmental and
philanthropic commitments, and product launches.
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Supermarket | Grocery

Longo’s
Stouffville, Ont.
Design: Ampersand Studio Inc., Toronto
Photography: Philip Castleton, Toronto
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Longo's is a 33-store, family-owned and
-operated grocery chain in Greater Toronto.

in the industry, one that is modern and fresh
yet maintains the feel of a Longo’s store.

Ontario remains one of the most competitive
grocery markets in North America. For
Longo's to stand out in this landscape they
needed to create a proprietary experience
that reflected their 60-year family business

Researching and analyzing the competition
and target market, the Ampersand Studio
design team learned what customers want to
see, do, and feel in this type of retail setting.
The result is an experiential environment
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with a focus on making shopping faster
and easier, which in turn will increase the
frequency of customers’ return visits.
The design team reviewed and revamped
everything from strategic planning,
finishes, concept, and millwork to
signage and graphic communications.

A combination of authentic, natural
materials – some new, others rustic and
reclaimed – are used in streamlined and
modern ways on surfaces. Because Longo’s
is known for superior service, the team
enhanced service counters with oversized
environmental graphics that visually call
out the range of offerings from cheeses to
seafood, meats, and the instore bakery.
Longo’s Kitchen – offering a variety
of freshly prepared food from stone
oven pizza and gourmet sandwiches
to a carving station – is completely
redesigned and has been relocated to
the entry where it greets customers and
sets the bar for their expectations.
A secondary aisle through the center of the
store results in shorter gondola runs, making
shopping more convenient and providing
more choices for shoppers. The Stouffville
store offers customers a fresh salad bar, sushi
bar, and full-service deli with more than
300 local and international cheese and deli
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meats, along with a fresh mozzarella station.
The produce department is the soul of
Longo’s (founded as Longo Brothers Fruit
Markets) legacy and the design team’s
fresh interpretation uses traditional
elements such as agriculture “pallets”
and intertwines them in a grid-like
bulkhead system with live moss panels
and historic images of the Longo family.
White-painted brick veneer made of cement
frames the dairy department. The warm
and inviting instore dining provides respite
from the hustle and bustle of shopping. A
wooden slat structure with large windows
for natural lighting and televisions
positioned at either end welcomes diners.
Longo’s has a long history of supporting
environmental initiatives. It was the first
Canadian grocer to have a solar energy
system tied to the power grid. The
Stouffville facility has become Canada’s
first-of-its-kind sustainable supermarket.
The 40,000-sq.-ft. store uses 35 percent
less energy than other supermarkets and
produce 65 percent of its own energy using
renewable technologies. Energy-reducing
innovations includes LED Iighting; CO2
refrigeration with heat ejectors; a combined
cooling, heating and power system; a
high-efficiency building envelope; and
advanced heat recovery systems. The
store features solar photovoltaics on the
roof, carports, cart corrals, and façade. It
also is the first sustainable supermarket to
strive for the aggressive goal of reducing
1500-2000 metric tons of greenhouse
gas per year, which equates to removing
up to 366 cars off the road annually.
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Concierge | Lobby

Made by We
New York City
Design: Mrs&Mr., London, New York City
Photography: Dave Burk, New York City

The We Company provides shared
workspaces and services for entrepreneurs,
freelancers, startups, small businesses,
and large multinationals.
The Mrs&Mr. design team collaborated with
the inhouse We Company design team on
the branding and environmental design
of Made by We, a first-of-its-kind retailoriented concept in New York City. Located
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in the heart of the Flatiron District, the
design creates a reimagined community
center where people can shop goods made
by We members, enjoy coffee, and access
on-demand workspaces. No membership
is required and more than 100 desks and
six conference rooms are available to
reserve for the day or pay per minute.
Few walls divide the 7,460 -sq.-ft. space.

The open floor plan allows for human
connection and neighborhood culture at
the intersection of food and beverage,
lifestyle merchandise, co-working, and
exclusive events. Natural light floods the
space through floor-to-ceiling windows
making the Bluestone Lane cafe and Made
by We storefront for We Company membermade products visible from the street.
White walls and floors throughout make

a clean backdrop for the variety of We
member-made goods. Natural wood accents
in workspaces and bookshelves warm
the space. A wall of vintage ‘70s posters
fosters an eclectic vibe while punches
of color come from upholstered seating
and bright, red-painted exposed pipes. A
variety of tables and seating are spread
throughout, and booth seating offers more
intimate meeting space. In the evenings,
the entire space transforms to host events.
The design team developed all branding
including visual identity, instore
graphics, neon signage, branded
videos for flat screens, and interior
design for the library and lavatories.
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Specialty Purveyors & Provisioners

Maitri
Uniontown, Pa.
Design: High Road Studio, Tempe, Ariz.
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield, Conn.

Maitri’s mission is to serve southwestern
Pennsylvania patients in the emerging
medical cannabis industry.
“Maitri” is a Sanskit word that means
benevolence and compassion. Maitri is a
modern dispensary for medical cannabis
whose corollary mission is to support the
revival and redevelopment of Uniontown,
Pa. High Road Studio’s design infuses into
every design detail the history of the area,
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the commitment of the owners, and their
mission to provide elevated wellness.
Beginning with brand development, the
design team created a logo and identity
package that communicates the essence
of Maitri. The personality of the peacock
spirit animal inspires the brand and that
energy is infused into the historic building
with its prominent Main Street location.

The building was evaluated to maximize
existing conditions and manage costs,
and then reconfigured to create an ideal
retail flow with intuitive wayfinding and
operational efficiencies. Drawing from
the hospitality industry, the dispensary
is positively integrated into the heart
of the community with a Frank Lloyd
Wright–inspired finish palette that
reflects the area’s history and natural
beauty. A color blocking strategy creates

a distinct sense of arrival in each space.
A classic black-and-white tiled “welcome
mat” invites guests into a spacious lobby,
reminiscent of a boutique hotel. A textured
mustard-yellow feature wall transforms a
two-way security mirror and is accented
by the reception desk face. A sculpted
glass pendant light punctuates this wellappointed reception area. This dramatic
entry serves as a beacon, a billboard
visible from the exterior, communicating
a positive impression to passersby.
A sense of community is reinforced in
the lobby with a 14-ft.-tall focal wall that
brings the brand, its mission, and the
area’s history to life. Historical building and
city, and cannabis images and documents
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are reproduced, tea stained, and applied with
magnets to the wall. This artistic installation
combines with modern furnishings in Wrightinspired fabrics to achieve a hotel lounge appeal.
Regulations prohibit visibility from the lobby to
the showroom, so frosted glass minimizes views
while heightening anticipation. A consultation
corridor provides a transition for patients. Private
meeting spaces with glass walls offer visual
access to the showroom to ease patients into the
dispensary experience. The blue, textural walls
and glass pendant create a soothing, professional
space that supports intimate interactions.
In the showroom, the visual display reinforces
the brand mission and complements the overall
design, creating a holistic store experience.
A completely flexible visual merchandising
kit plays with the store palette and adapts to
the changing display of a range of products
and packaging types. Flexible modular
components are highlighted with happy little
brand moments through graphics, custom
iconography, pops of color, and product signage.
A raspberry apothecary-style point of sale
feature wall commands attention in the space.
More than a stunning focal point, its custom
millwork supports efficient back-of-house
functions. Operational bottom rows offer
cabinet doors with touch latch hardware for
pass-through access to support back of house
order fulfillment. A dramatic black-and-white
custom wall display fixture and glass and
black metal components and details achieve a
cohesive aesthetic with the overall architecture
and design. The plan identifies a future edibles
bar area, and the team maximizes this real
estate with a colorful ribbon art installation.
The 7-foot diameter circle, suspended 10
feet above the floor, is an Instagrammable
moment that adds whimsy and privacy to ATM
transactions. The customer journey is punctuated
with a boldly branded exit lounge area.
From the lighting selections and custom
millwork to the unique art installations, every
detail builds on local history to provide
a welcoming and familiar setting with a
future-focused, modern sensibility.
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Graphics | Wayfinding
Innovation Award | Signage & Graphics

Marche at NCR
Atlanta
Design: Gensler, Atlanta
Photography: Garrett Rowland, Brooklyn, N.Y.

NCR makes self-service kiosks, point-of-sale
terminals, automated teller machines, check
processing systems, barcode scanners,
and business consumables as well as
offering IT maintenance support services.
Marche is a food hall-type marketplace
located on the seventh floor of NCR’s
midtown Atlanta corporate headquarters.
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NCR, founded in 1884 by John Henry
Patterson as the National Cash Register
Company, relocated its global headquarters
from Dayton, Ohio, to metro Atlanta
in 2010, moving in 2018 to midtown
Atlanta in order to attract and retain top
talent. The company’s 20-story building
features flexible interiors by Gensler,
Atlanta, designed to keep pace with

changing workplace requirements such
as collaborative workspaces. Employees
also have access to a state-of-the-art gym,
featuring yoga rooms and a spin studio.
At Marche, employees are welcomed to
an array of various dining venues, gaming
areas, a rooftop garden, and private dining
and meeting rooms where they can forge

bonds away from traditional
workplace settings. Venue names
are inspired by the early history
of the company and its founder,
each linking to a significant story
from the company’s history.
The design team searched
NCR’s historical archives and
find inspiration for the dining
identities and supporting
graphics. From the “Mr.
Merchant” grab-and-go to the
“Patterson” deli, each venue’s
identity and personality is unique
and proprietary to NCR. Playful
and vibrant environmental
graphics enrich the story through
a combination of micropatterns
and bold statements, referencing
the history of the cash register
(an NCR invention), the
company’s early pioneers and
advertising, and the objects
and quotes that made the
tech giant what it is today.
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Fast Food & Quick Service Restaurants

Noah’s NY Bagels
Oakland, Calif.
Design: Tesser Inc., San Francisco
Photography: Tom Holland, San Francisco
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Noah Alper started Noah's NY Bagels
with a single store in Berkeley and built
it into a chain of 38 stores before selling
it to Einstein Bagel Bros. in 1995.

Oakland’s Temescal neighborhood, the
Tesser design team was asked to reconnect
Noah’s NY Bagels to its founder and
underscore its heritage of authenticity.

Today there are dozens more Noah’s
NY Bagels stores across California. For
Noah’s new 2,300 sq.-ft. store location in

A larger dining room with a variety of
seating options invites customers to stay
and moves the new concept away from
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the quick-service nature of existing Noah’s
NY Bagels. The more centrally located
“bagel theater” baking area separated
from the dining room by a clear glass
wall highlights the art of bagel making.
The addition of nitro coffee along with a
tea and kombucha tap bar elevates the
beverage selection and promotes Noah’s

as a place to visit throughout the day.
The choice of richer materials such as
subway tile for walls and floors, in addition
to the chevron patterned wood flooring,
serve as authentic touchpoints. These
materials, combined with bolder uses of
blue with pops of orange, provide the
backdrop for graphics and typography
that pay homage to the hand-painted
lettering of classic New York factories and
buildings. Images of New York’s Brooklyn
Bridge are paired with San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Bridge to enhance the Eastto-West Coast connection. Hidden "bagels"
in the furniture are unexpected details.
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Showroom

NuSkin
Shenzhen, China
Design: Shikatani Lacroix Design, Toronto
Photography: Ronald Leung, Guangzhou, China
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NuSkin Enterprises is a health and beauty
company that develops and sells more than
200 personal care products. Its products
are available in 54 markets around the
world through a network of independent
business partners and distributors.

that could be utilized throughout its
growing China market. The concept for
its new showroom needed to go beyond
a place to buy products and blur the
lines between gallery, science center,
community hub, and event space.

a range of offerings having unique features,
it was important to create a cohesive and
choreographed experience from start
to finish. The Shikatani Lacroix design
team developed a concept that supports
NuSkin’s tagline: “Discover the Best You.”

Wanting to adapt to market trends and
appeal to a younger demographic, NuSkin
approached the Shikatani Lacroix design
team to create a new experience center

This new experience center, part of a larger
rebranding program, tells a story to help
targeted customers better understand
NuSkin’s products and brand culture. With

Titled “Nu Xtore,” the design is built around
the “Fountain of You,” a primary element
in the center of the space that serves as
an interaction piece as well as a visual
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metaphor. Paying homage to NuSkin’s “Fountain
of Youth” logo, the “Fountain of You” exemplifies
youth, wellness, and energy while also conveying
the idea that each person entering Nu Xtore is
like a drop of water, and as they journey through
the space, they will experience the ripple effect
that a single drop can make. The theme of circular
ripples and droplets underpins the entire design.
Leveraging the latest in technology and
design trends, Nu Xtore creates a personalized,
interactive experience integrating both digital
and physical elements. Bright colors are
combined with modern furniture and materials
to create a futuristic yet welcoming environment,
and various functional zones guide visitors
along their journey, each supported by graphics,
wayfinding, and digital displays. Starting with the
”'Body Testing” area, which evaluates key body
health signs through a range of sensors, guests
then move to the futuristic “Ageloc” zone, which
features advanced facial technology products.
Next comes the NuSkin product zone, where a
range of skincare solutions are highlighted, and
the experience culminates with the Pharmanex
zone of supplements and HBA products.
For business partners, there are comfortable,
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semi-private learning zones,
meeting pods, and product
testing areas that allow
them to gain additional
knowledge about NuSkin’s
offerings. There is also a large
auditorium designed for team
building, announcements
and events. Designed
to build confidence and
excitement among business
partners, this area of Nu
Xtore encourages research,
discovery, and community.
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Specialty Hardlines
Innovation Award | Strategy

PetCoach
San Marcos, Calif.
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Photography: Courtesy Petco

Petco, a leading big-box retailer of pet
supplies, wanted a new concept that would
compete against the growing threat of
price-driven and online competition.
With approximately $4B in annual sales,
Petco faced pressure as its offerings
became more commodified and online
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competition grew. For its new PetCoach
concept, the CallisonRTKL design team
identified Petco’s future customers as
high value, digitally native, short on time,
and passionate about pet parenting.
A set of workshops helped define a new
business model – a membership program

that would unlock all the products
and services needed to be a great pet
parent. Through a mobile app, members
access a one-stop-shop for veterinary
services, grooming, day care, training,
nutrition, and a curated selection of
enhanced products. A full omnichannel
program connects services instore
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with mobile vet and grooming services and pet
transportation, as well as to click and collect.
Visitors to the new store see a check-in desk
immediately upon entry. Curated product stories
and consultation areas with comfortable seating
surrounds this space, flanked by grooming,
doggie day care, and vet services made inviting
and highly visible by large expanses of glass.
Beyond the front zone, the plan naturally leads guests
toward the back of the store through a wide drive
aisle flanked by a wall of featured products on the left
and a training space on the right. The feature fixtures
tell product stories, and the gated training space
contains bleacher-style seating for pet parents, round
grassy training pads for pets, and open sightlines
for passers-by. The doggie day care backs up to the
training area with an expansive glass storefront, so
visitors can see the dogs playing inside. A conceptual
metal-frame “roof ” structure runs overhead.
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The “Kitchen,” immediately adjacent to
the training area, mimics this metal frame
structure, this time in the shape of a home.
Meant to offer the best in nutrition for pets
while featuring Petco’s “Whole-Hearted”
private label, the area features dry and
refrigerated food options and a large kitchen
island for consultation and demonstrations.
The back of the store offers an enhanced
warehousing area with a curated selection
of pet products. The size of this space is
greatly reduced compared to a standard
Petco location to make room for service
offerings, and emphasis is given to ship-tohome and recurring subscription deliveries
for food or other items not offered instore.
The lighting strategy highlights the service
areas and products in a style similar to
specialty retailers, using sleek, linear fixtures
and accent lighting such as barn pendants.
Elevated yet durable materials heighten
the instore experience. Hexagonal tile
flooring insets add texture and interest
while easy-to-clean polished concrete floors
provide a modern edge. Wood slats, metal,
and subway and mosaic tiles combine with
bold colors, refined signage, and playful
graphics to create a sophisticated, easily
navigable space. To provide and maintain
clarity around the service offerings, each
area contains merchandise vignettes with a
limited and extremely curated assortment
of products that are relevant to that
particular service. Fixtures support the
curated product assortment. Instead of rows
of product-filled shelves, the fixtures play
with sightlines, accentuate merchandise
categories, and highlight featured products.
Mobile and digital touchpoints, including
interactive screens, throughout the store
facilitate appointment check-in and
easy point-of-sale transactions, as well
as provide content and online access.
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Pop-Up | Pop-In Shop
Innovation Award | Artistic Expression | Branding | Visual Merchandising

Roots Legends
Boston
Design: Roots Canada, Toronto, with Bergmeyer, Boston
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield, Conn.
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Founded in 1973, Roots Canada sells
lifestyle apparel for men, women, and
kids in addition to leather bags, footwear,
small leathers, and home furnishings.
Roots is known for its salt-and-pepper

marled knit fleece and the oldworld craftsmanship of its premium
leather goods, all inspired by Canada’s
rugged beauty. Roots leaped into the
U.S. market with a pop-up shop on
Boston’s Newbury Street with a rotating

design concept for each season.
For its winter environment, the Roots Canada
team in collaboration with Bergmeyer
reinvented the 3,250-sq.-ft. space on a tight
budget within a condensed, six-week project
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schedule and 24 hours to complete the
installation. The result is an unexpected and
dynamic retail merchandising experience
that heightens brand awareness locally and
which will cultivate a new following. The
multilayered experience is part interactive
art exhibit, part reimagined retailer.
The design team created an immersive
experience in each of the vignettes and
the dressing room in the gallery-style
space. Each vignette ties stories about
the Roots brand into displays, designed
to evoke nostalgic feelings of going home
for the holidays. Customers are drawn
into each scene, encouraging them to
engage with the products and interact
with the immersive holiday experience,
inspiring many Instagrammable moments.
A “Salt & Pepper” room, which feels as if
everything is made from Roots signature
fleece, an antique Jeep tailgate made into
a bench for sitting among packages and
holiday gifts, and shimmering snowbanks
from a fresh snowfall made from computercut foam are just a few design elements
that highlight the customer journey.
Woodland-themed graphics on walls, floors,
and columns transport customers outdoors
on a snowy winter day. Large tree stumps
become visual merchandising displays, and
bundles of birch logs nestle in with packages
and bags being packed into the car.
These scenes leave visitors with a sense
of nostalgia for the journey home for the
holidays. The crafty and meticulous beaver
– the brand’s logo and fitting representative
– is the sole focus of the dressing room.
The walls and ceiling are “papered” with
Root’s iconic stuffed beaver. In the corner
of the dressing room, a 6-ft. stuffed toy
beaver greets customers. The cabin sock,
a timeless piece of rugged comfort and
style, is repurposed as a decorative ceiling
installation above an Adirondack chair,
inviting the customer to sit, relax, and
Instagram the moment. Across from the
cabin sock installation is a photo booth that
optimizes lighting and social technology
for customers to take photos they then
can share by email or social media.
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Pop-Up | Pop-In Shop
Innovation Award | Social Causes & Community Connection

SC30
Oakland, Calif.
Design: Under Armour, Baltimore
Photography: Sepehr Zamani, Los Angeles
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Stephen Curry is a player for the NBA’s
Golden State Warriors. A six-time NBA AllStar and two-time MVP, Curry has a shoe
endorsement deal with Under Armour.

in town and focuses on community youth
programming and features exclusive
product available only at this location before
launching through broader distribution.

SC30 X Oakland was designed as a
community experiential pop-up on Ninth
Street in Old Oakland. The temporary
store represents Stephen Curry’s tenure

Key project objectives were to engage
audiences with exclusive product and
experiences available first to the Oakland
community, to celebrate Curry’s impact
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and success in his 10 seasons (the team is
relocating to San Francisco), to drive deeper
connection through youth-focused giveback
initiatives with Curry fans in Oakland, and
to inspire local alpha ballers and youth.
The Under Armour in-house team designed
SC30 X as an experiential space that
happens to have a retail shop. Aiming for
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multiple return customer visits, the space
is programmed to transform with every
visit – from the events being held, to the
art in windows, propping, and merchandise.
The flexible event space offers the ability
to house a variety of activations, including
media production and customization events,
and is especially aimed at giveback efforts.
The retail area is deeply rooted in telling
Stephen’s story through immersive digital
content, carefully crafted creative details
that speak to Oakland and Steph, as well
as his favorite snacks including sour
candies and popcorn. To pay tribute to
Curry’s success, curated displays of oneof-a-kind, authentic memorabilia from
his private collection showcase his major
achievements throughout his career. In
further recognition of his accomplishments
of holding various 3-point field goal records,
the use of the 3-point hand gesture logo
is used in details throughout the space
including neon art in the theater space and
engraved in the storefront’s door handle.
The UA team traveled to Oakland seeking
out local inspiration and materials. As
an example, the team sourced reclaimed
redwood salvaged from the Bay Bridge
that was then whitewashed by a local
artist. Local collaboration also inspired the
permanent creative elements and graphics
used throughout the space, including the
neighborhood map on the floor graphics,
the locker room area used to unveil each
colorway drop and build anticipation
(using the date for in-store launch as the
locker number), and line work derived from
the City of Oakland tree logo. Previously
an art gallery, the space was brought
to life through partnerships with local
artists who created the artwork on the
construction barricade and wall murals,
as well as the rotating window graphics
and custom, hand-painted basketballs.
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Fast Food & Quick Service Restaurants

Shake Shack
Denver
Design: WD Partners, Columbus, Ohio
Photography: Corey Anthony, Lakeland, Colo.
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Shake Shack began in 2001 as a hot dog
cart inside New York’s Madison Square
Park. The company now owns and
operates approximately 250 locations
throughout North America, Europe, the
Middle East, and Asia serving an expanded
menu of burgers, fries, and shakes.
Shake Shack brings local flavor to its offer
with special menu items, and wants each
restaurant to carry the look and feel of its
neighborhood. With a chain as popular
as Shake Shack, it would be justifiable
to use a prototype model and build the
same Shack Shack in every location. The
design commitment is to create locations
that both connect to and uniquely reflect
the community where they do business.
In Denver, the WD Partners’ team task was to
marry the RiverNorth (RiNo) neighborhood's
artistic DNA with the Shake Shack spirit.
The overall design concept, called “Inner
Glow,” is meant to bring in the outside
elements of the sun, snow, and mountains,
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truly celebrating the Rocky Mountain
lifestyle. Guests are greeted by a twostory, A-frame structure inspired by
a modern, urban lodge. The façade's
sunshade recalls the familiar wooden
snow fences standing ready across
the Colorado flatlands. The team
tapped into the vibe and vitality of
RiNo’s art-based community as an
example of culturally relevant localized
design, echoing the vibrant murals
found in the area and splashing large
abstract murals on interior walls. The
warm, welcoming, comfortable, and
familiar atmosphere invites guests
in and compels them to linger.
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Specialty Hardlines
Innovation Award | Digital Integration

Sleep Number
New York City
Design: Sleep Number, Minneapolis, and JGA, Southfield, Mich.
Photography: Corey Gaffer, Minneapolis

Sleep Number was founded in 1987
as Select Comfort. Its Sleep Number
360® smart bed launched in 2017.
To showcase the Sleep Number 360®
smart bed, Sleep Number’s in-house team
with JGA set out to completely remodel
a 3,200-sq.-ft. space as its New York City
flagship. Located in a historic building
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in the Flatiron neighborhood, the goal
was to use technology to establish a
new standard for mattress shopping
by attracting, engaging, and educating
customers. The flagship design was localized
to New York City in keeping with the
building’s historic stature and storefront.
The concept elevates the Sleep Number

experience to a new level with interactive
technology and digital experiences in a
loft-like setting with exposed brick and open
ceilings. The aesthetic is warm, upscale,
and residential with modern furniture,
natural finishes, and fewer traditional
retail fixtures. The store is designed as
a series of rooms to draw customers
through the space. Their journey begins

at the entrance, where visitors are greeted
by a large digital map illuminating how local
neighborhoods across New York are sleeping,
powered by biometric data points captured
through SleepIQ® (tracking sensor) technology.
In the store’s center, the complete 360® smart
bed lineup is on display with interactive
demonstrations designed to showcase the
benefits of smart sleep. Here, the science
behind the Sleep Number bed comes to life
through overhead fabric panels and video
screens. The demonstration begins with the
exclusive IndividualFit 3-D imaging technology.
Interactivity allows customers to see and feel the
bed adjusting to their perfect level of comfort
in real time. Individualfit visually demonstrates
how a customer’s pressure points melt away as
they find their perfect Sleep Number Setting.
Through custom mapping software and
projection screen technology, this experience
builds credibility and confidence in the sleep
expert, the product, and the brand. Customers
can see, hear, and feel the bed intuitively sensing
and automatically adjusting to them, even raising
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their head to alleviate snoring, thus allowing
them to experience the individualized
benefits and effects of quality sleep.
The last room is a bedding design lab
equipped with a large-scale digital planner,
and completes the experience as customers
customize their ultimate bedroom retreat.
Here, analog and digital aspects combine to
create a meaningful connection. Touch-andfeel merchandising, visual merchandising

using actual products, and simple signage
create a luxury closet experience.
Notable design elements include
the custom wood portal inspired by
biometric wave patterns at the front
of the store. These patterns repeat on
the ceiling to draw customers through
the entire store and end with the large
icon window at the store’s rear.
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Graphics | Wayfinding

Sparkman Wharf
Tampa, Fla.
Design: api(+), Tampa, Fla.
Photography: Nicole Abbett, Aerial Innovations Inc., Tampa, Fla.

Sparkman Wharf is a redevelopment of the
former Channelside Bay Plaza retail center.
Sparkman Wharf is an outdoor, waterfront
entertainment venue in downtown Tampa,
Fla., that replaced a traditional, indoor
entertainment and retail plaza. It features
a biergarten, rec-reational lawn, a stage
for live music, and a food-hall-style
assortment of 11 restaurants crea-tively
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housed in repurposed shipping containers.
The api(+) team’s task was to create
signage guidelines, design signage and
logos, and oversee construction. The
api(+) team then worked with each of the
11 restaurateurs to develop prima-ry and
secondary signage for their boxcars. Tenant
signage is a major component of the overall
visual environment at Sparkman Wharf.
Accordingly, the developer encouraged

tenants to be imaginative, progressive, and
creative, executing signage in a manner not
commonly seen in other retail environments.
The overarching signage guidelines maintain
a cohesive look throughout the park.
Each box container concept is the creation
of a popular Tampa area chef who has one
or more proven and successful restaurants in
the area. Each chef brings a distinctive style
to their cui-sine and the team worked with

them to capture that flavor with their signage.
For example, Chef BT Nguyen owns a Vietnamese
fine-dining concept called BT’s. She created a
casual version for Sparkman Wharf, called BT
in a Box, a nod to the shipping container it’s
housed in. Much like her cooking style, born
out of simple recipes that let flavors shine,
framing “BT” letters in a simple box allows her
brand to take the spotlight. A green-and-orange
color palette reflects her joyful personality.
Another tenant, Foundation Coffee, has two
existing locations in the area. Foundation
present-ed a unique signage opportunity
with its existing logo mark, which represents
the coffee brew-ing process. The logo mark
exists as a blade sign that stands on its own,
complimented by its primary sign across the
shipping container stating the concept name.
Sparkman Wharf has become a focal
point and gathering place not only for
visitors and the neighborhood, but
for the city and region at large.
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Specialty Hardlines

T-Mobile
Las Vegas
Design: FITCH, Columbus, Ohio
Photography: David Marquardt Architectural Photography, Las Vegas

Cellular communications company
T-Mobile has gained ground against
its competitors with an aggressive
pricing and innovations strategy.
Las Vegas is where the world plays, where
legends are born, and where the bar is
raised (and always open); a desert oasis
where everyone feels like a VIP. With the
opening of the world-class T-Mobile Arena
right off the Vegas strip it was important
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for T-Mobile to also land an immersive
Signature Store experience that was unlike
anything else in its fleet of stores.
T-Mobile wanted to create an activated and
entertaining retail experience that would
match the energy and excitement of the
Las Vegas strip. They wanted an emphasis
on service and the need for a high touch/
high demonstration experience for guests.
While a key objective was raising brand

awareness through a highly activated
experiential space, the store also needed to
deliver on instore sales and provide enough
product stock and selection to interest both
international visitors and local businesses.
It was also important for T-Mobile that the
space have the ability to flex for instore
events and corporate meetings; to serve
as a stage for the brand to express itself.
The Fitch design team worked with

challenging existing conditions (formerly a “Grand
Canyon Experience”), and structural and seismic
elements in a fluid design process that allowed ongoing
adaption of the design and collaborative partnership
with several digital agencies, fixture manufacturers,
lighting designers, and the landlord’s architect.
The new location in Showcase Mall brings to life
T-Mobile’s position as America's “Un-Carrier,” in a space
that is a shrine to “UN-convention.” Guests and devices
alike are treated as prized jewels. From the glittering
façade that dances with light to the monumental
magenta door (32 feet tall), the Las Vegas Signature
store brings an undeniable energy and theatre to the
Strip. The jewel-like storefront is topped by a mammoth
42-ft.-wide by 24-ft.-high digital screen echoing events
at T-Mobile Arena just down the street, and making a
bold statement on the Vegas strip. The awe-inspiring
effect from the street continues instore, where guests
are greeted with a boldly graphic space, with high
contrast finishes and dramatic lighting, drawing the eye
and interest throughout the entire two-story space.
Open spaces featuring large-scale faceted walls are
complemented with intimate “VIP” lounge zones for
customers to explore new products and services,
while enjoying a complimentary beverage and a quick
recharge. Customers can explore new products from
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audio to smartphones and
T-Mobile services, and even
grab Vegas-branded gear.
Visitors can also unlock all
that Las Vegas has to offer
at the store's concierge
desk with recommendations
on hotels, shows, and
restaurants, and even pick
up tickets to events at
nearby T-Mobile Arena.
Neon signage is playfully
used throughout as a salute
to the iconic history of Las
Vegas architecture and
“selfie-worthy” moments
are plenty, from the photo
booth to the luxe, digitally
enhanced restroom mirrors.
Complementing all of the
physical touchpoints in
the space are oversized
digital statement pieces,
designed to draw guests
in with neon-inspired
visuals and live streaming
of popular T-Mobile Arena
events. The result is a
show-stopping experience
where everyone is VIP.
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Department Store
Innovation Award | Adaptive Reuse

Target
Portland, Ore.
Design: Target, Minneapolis
Photography: Josh Partee, Portland, Ore.
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Target Corporation continues to roll
out small-format stores tailored to
the neighborhood. Here, a former
bowling alley gets a new life.
Target’s newest store in Portland, Ore., is
the adaptive reuse of a 1950s bowling alley
into a small-format, general merchandise
store with grocery, specifically geared to
the needs of the neighborhood it serves.
The 32,000-sq.-ft. store has an online order
pickup counter, a pharmacy, and a seating
area with 1950s-style counter and chairs
near grab-and-go food and beverage items.
The inhouse design team’s goal was to
manifest Target’s motto, “Expect More,
Pay Less,” into this distinctive building
in a unique urban neighborhood. The
design adapts the ’50s bowling alley
interior into a Target store while retaining
the unique architectural features and
repurposing bowling artifacts found on
site. Acoustical ceiling tile was removed
to expose the site’s wooden bowstring
trusses and decking. Bowling lanes were
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repurposed and replaced with a polished
concrete floor throughout the lower level
sales floor. As visitors enter the upper
level of the store, the flooring recalls the
1950s with bold red vinyl tile and playful
tone-on-tone red accents. Highlighting
the typical bowling alley bi-level space,
the guardrail between levels is designed
with a simple black vertical steel rail,
with an abacus-like screen of red bowling
balls skewered onto intermittent posts.
Wall decor is comprised of warm gray tones
and a pop of red paint at the elevator core.
Large-scale art is prominently displayed
on the entire back wall and entry stair,
showcasing icons of Portland such as the
bridges, food trucks, and nearby mountains.
A final touch is the original rusty exterior
building signs, repurposed for the interior
decor. An old neon parking arrow sign at the
elevator directs guests to the parking lot
below the store. The old B-O-W-L letters are
mounted to the high wall of the sales floor.
Over checkout lanes, an architectural cloud
feature was created with wood bowling alley
sections with the original pin markings. Pin
lights drilled through the lanes in a V shape
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add more bowling lane detail and a bit of sparkle.
The interior design and store layout create clear
navigational clues with wide aisles and open sightlines
to departmental displays. Adjustable spot lighting and
simple straightforward signage create an easy and
convenient shopping experience. All departments have
displays highlighting new and featured items and crossmerchandising gives guests opportunities to discover
new and sometimes unexpected products and uses.
Custom and spot lighting, and merchandising fixtures
are used throughout the store in different ways to
make each department’s displays unique and flexible.
As a local landmark, it was important to Target to
maintain and reinvigorate the unique midcenturyinspired building façade and signage. Before the
interior design was finalized, the building’s façade was
re-skinned with wood siding, glass, and red-painted
accents. The canted entry roof and pole signage was
rebuilt. The playful, stacked, block neon letters of the
old sign pole were replaced with new block LED letters
spelling Target. Its distinctive red sidewalk bollards
were customized to resemble giant red bowling balls.
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Home Improvement | DIY

The Container Store
Dallas
Design: FRCH Nelson, Cincinnati
Photography: Mark Steele, Columbus, Ohio
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Revealing its “Next Generation” store,
The Container Store’s location in
Dallas offers a completely refreshed
experience for customers.
Partnering with The Container Store, the

FRCH Nelson design team developed
the retailer’s newest prototype as
an elevated experience around its
merchandise and services that feels
hospitable, consultative, and inspiring.

The Next Generation Store’s goal was to
create a shopping experience that reflects
the retailer’s mission and allows it to thrive
in the next generation. Predesign testing
revealed most customers feel overwhelmed
while shopping for organization, so the
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team set out to create a space that inspires
participation and personalization and provides
an easy, proactive, and creative approach to
meeting storage and organization needs.
The 24,500-sq.-ft. flagship features several
new innovative experiences and solutions
including digital touchscreens, instore studio
spaces, and a comfortable seating area where
customers can gather ideas and be inspired. The
design improves overall sightlines to feel more
intimate and less like an overwhelming, overmerchandised big box store. Lowered ceiling
heights, new flooring, fewer rows of shelving,
wider aisles, and upgraded lighting make the
store more comfortable and inviting. A centrally
located seating destination gives shoppers the
opportunity to relax and be inspired during
their visit.
With 18 digital touchscreens, this store is as
modern as it is functional. The screens include
look book–type displays of different settings
in areas such as an office or kitchen to visually
inspire customers. An optimized navigation
system and refreshed product vignettes
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make shopping for the right
merchandise smooth and easy. In
addition, the new store features
two high-end customization
studios, the Custom Closets
Studio and the Organization
Studio, digital experience where
users can both share their
personal organization challenges
by uploading photos or videos
online to the new app and
schedule instore appointments
for consulting services.
The innovative new concept
will serve as a test-and-learn
environment to determine
elements for eventual rollout to
new and existing locations.
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Specialty Softlines

The Shop at Bluebird
London
Design: Dalziel & Pow, London
Photography: Alicia Clarke, London

The Shop at Bluebird sells a mix of
luxury designer clothing, beauty,
and lifestyle products.
After 12 years as an iconic destination
on the King’s Road, The Shop at Bluebird
decided to relocate to central London,
meaning its customer demographic
would greatly change. Instead of being
a local store in Chelsea, its bigger retail
stage needed to appeal to international
luxury customers. The retailer is known
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for stocking Chloé, Alexander McQueen,
Peter Pilotto, Victoria Beckham, Racil,
Galvan, Temperley London, and Ports 1961
alongside such contemporary labels as Isa
Arfen, Rixo London, Ganni, and Forte Forte.

experience both in terms of a merchandising
space and an event space. The interior
needed to be flexible and adaptable to
a range of events while respecting the
historic (Grade II listed) architecture.

In conceiving a new store, the Daziel & Pow
design team recognized a need to remain
true to the brand’s whimsical, expressive and
eclectic spirit while raising the store’s profile
to capture the attention of discerning luxury
shoppers, providing a next-level fashion

The space gradually reveals its theatrical
interior and Instagrammable moments.
After a deceptively understated shopfront,
shoppers progress through a trend
area featuring a bold arrival statement
and trailing greenery along the ceiling,

which gives a hint of what lies ahead. At the center
of this atrium is a large, mirrored icosahedron
from which light reflects in showstopping fashion,
which has appeared on many Instagram feeds.
Art has always been a core part of The Shop at
Bluebird and it is infused throughout the new
space, including a wall of artworks on the first floor
exclusively curated by William Ling of the Fashion
Illustration Gallery. This feature engages visitors in
something more than beauty, clothes, and homeware,
elevating their experience. Stairwell treatments pay
homage to different artists on each level. The lifts
are treated with a kaleidoscope of colored paint that
seemingly drips down the walls and puddles out onto
the timber flooring, connecting the two floors.
Statement design and objets d’art similarly express
the brand’s creative, eclectic spirit, combining found
antique furniture with pieces rehomed from the King’s
Road location. Long tables for merchandising displays
bring a grandeur of scale alongside large handmade
rugs and dramatic draped curtains. Wallpaper in
clashing colors and textures continues the eclectic
aesthetic, in both the elegant geometrics of Art Deco
and florid Victorian motifs. The work of Timorous
Beasties, a Glasgow studio known for its surreal and
provocative patterns, appears frequently, including
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behind cash desks and in fitting rooms.
An exciting sense of discovery is added to
the store experience by punctuating landing
spaces with lifestyle elements, books, and
homewares, and giving each shop-in-shop
or department a unique treatment. The Bags
and Jewellery shop-in-shop, for example,
uses yellow zinc as a signature material, while
Beauty and Fragrance is natural, earthy, and
soft with apothecary detailing and a living tree
bursting through the “test and play” table.
The design leads people to the first floor, where a
strong VM statement of projections onto draped
fabric draws customers into the first-floor Fashion
Playground. This sleekly styled area again plays on
reflections, using mirrors and cleverly landscaped
screens to create infinite perspectives.
To ensure that the store can host a range of
events, brand takeovers, and fashion shows,
the space features a smart pulley system of
suspended rails, fitting rooms are cleverly
disguised behind discrete angled walls, and
cash desks (hand-crafted from recycled waste
materials) are made into striking features
thanks to patterned or tiled backdrops.
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Coffee or Tea Shop

Tika Tea House
Toronto
Design: dialogue 38, Toronto
Photography: Kerun Ip, Toronto
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Tika is an artisanal tea shop known
for 100 percent natural whole-leaf
beverages and for milk teas on tap.
Tika Tea House is located in the 1906-vintage
Postal Station F Building in downtown Toronto
near the University of Toronto St. George
campus and Ryerson University. Well-lit and
spacious, the 1220-sq.-ft. location is a go-to
spot for group study sessions and meetings.
To reflect Tika’s brand identity, dialogue 38
design team’s objective was to provide a
warm, welcoming, and calm experience for
students and adults alike who have a passion
for tea. The conceptual approach creates a
modern and elegant space while using earthylooking materials such as wood, concrete,
and marble in warm, blue-grey tones.
Key defining architectural elements and décor
treatments give Tika its unique edge. Large,
wood-framed windows soften the space while
preserving the authenticity of the existing
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windows. Diagonal wood slats on the bar
and back wall are a focal point, drawing
guests in. Elsewhere, herringbone marble
tile and graphics on the front counter repeat
the diagonal pattern while adding a textural
dimension. Collectively, these textures
create a sense of unity, communicating a
modern yet casual spot for tea lovers.
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Supermarket | Grocery

Tokyo Central Specialty Market
Yorba Linda, Calif.
Design: Little, Charlotte, N.C.
Photography: Henry Cabala, Pasadena, Calif.

This specialty grocery combines Japanese
culture with Japanese cuisine and a
wide range of Japanese products.
For its newest location in Yorba Linda,
Marukai Corporation’s mission was to bring
Japanese culture to California locals while
creating a new kind of retail experience.
The ultimate goal for the 35,570-sq.-ft.
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project was to design a new fusion market
that remains true to the brand’s heritage
and cultural mission, while adding a
Californian spin that places customers first.
The Little and Marukai design team looked
beyond the confines of the traditional
grocery format to create connections
between East and West and young and old

– through the sharing of recipes, ancient
traditions, unique ingredients and signature
moments, from offering cooking classes in
the event space to immersive store tours for
local language schools. Their goal was to
create a retail environment that would be
inviting to the community and create a sense
of ownership for Californian locals – through
the programs, offerings, and environmental

graphics infused throughout the store.
Design inspiration is derived from the
traditional, vibrant outdoor markets found
in Japan. Wayfinding and interior signage
banners pay homage to these markets in
particular. Banners are layered and made
of a transparent and textured traditional
Washi fabric. Instore communications also
incorporate both English and Japanese
language, to signif y the fusion of cultures
and to help guide American shoppers in
an otherwise unfamiliar environment.
In recognition of 1964, the year the
company was founded, the store features
a 1964 Daihatsu Midget 250cc delivery
truck – its unexpected placement in the
middle of the store provides a moment
of surprise and delight for customers,
promoting ingredients “freshly delivered”
from Japan. Sourced on a farm near Osaka,
the truck spent three months in customs
and was allowed through as a museum
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exhibition piece before being restored.
Food court seating is based on Horigotatsu,
a traditional Japanese seating style where
the table is positioned low to the ground
and has a recessed floor beneath. In addition
to visual merchandising features, such as the
giant sake barrels, this element is yet another
signature moment that enables customers
to physically experience Japanese culture.
Tokyo Central provides a meaningful
exchange between grocer and
neighbor, while helping create a
unique community experience. Their
commitment to craftsmanship combines
with fresh aesthetics and thoughtful
merchandising to helps customers
explore the store in an environment
that entertains, educates, and excites.
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Bar | Pub
Innovation Award | Materiality

Trailbend Taproom
Seattle
Design: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Photography: Haris Kenjar, Seattle and Kevin Scott, New York City

A new beerhall-style taproom
recalls the welcoming beauty and
warmth of the Pacific Northwest.
When the owners of The Dray and The
Yard, two beloved Seattle beer institutions,
wanted to expand into a new part of
town, they approached Graham Baba
with a vision: design a beerhall-style
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taproom contemporary yet distinctly
Pacific Northwest in character that
captures the spirit of its light-industrial
Ballard neighborhood location. The result
is Trailbend Taproom, a spare, materially
rich bar that feels part workshop, part
living room. The bar gets its name
from its close proximity to the BurkeGilman Trail and its location, nestled

at the “bend of the Ballard ale trail.”
Occupying 1,700 square feet of the ground
floor of the new mixed-use Klotski building
– also designed by Graham Baba – the
ever-rotating array of 42 tap beers takes
center stage. Outside, the façade mixes
full-height windows and sliding doors,
showcasing the activity inside to the street.

The window wall provides ample daylight and
can open to the outside when weather permits,
connecting the bar to the 30-seat sidewalk cafe.
Inside, the 35-ft. bar is topped in polished
walnut. The taps are set in a niche against a
Carrara marble backsplash inserted into a wall
stained to achieve a “shou sugi ban” (charred
wood) appearance. The end of the bar features
a laser-etched puzzle wall containing an
abstracted reference to the “bend in the trail”
and the venue’s name. An open-style kitchen
features Carrara marble countertops, walnut
and steel shelving, stained wood soffits, and
a stone oven for pizzas and baked items.
The steel-and-wood tap list, inspired by the
split-flap arrival displays common to train stations
in the early 20th century, further highlights the
focus on craft beer. The custom designed and
fabricated list is composed of a 20-ft. by 7-ft.
blackened steel armature that holds double-sided
plywood placards with interchangeable letters
that rotate on steel pins. A wheeled, library-style
ladder provides access to the uppermost placards.
Salvaged wood, sourced from logs that had
sunk to the bottom of the Pacific Ocean and
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then recovered near Willapa Bay, is used for
tabletops, drink ledges, and stool seats, and
is set into minimalist, bent and blackened
steel frames. Together, the honey-colored
wood and blackened steel yield a warm
industrial aesthetic. While the original
inspiration for the bar was that of a beerhall,
the space didn’t allow for rows of long
tables. Instead, one monolithic twelve-top
table greets customers as they enter. This
11-ft. table is made of reclaimed fir slabs that
span board-formed concrete legs at either
end. A tile and wood–clad alcove provides
cozy booth seating. Custom light fixtures
illuminate the bar and communal table.
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Coffee or Tea Shop

Tsujiri
Toronto
Design: dialogue 38, Toronto
Photography: Kerun Ip, Toronto

Tsujiri was founded in 1860 by
Riemon Tsuji, renowned for his spirit
of “yuwa,” meaning “continue to
innovate and sustain the tradition.”
Today with stores in Canada, Australia,
Asia, and the United Kingdom, Tsujiri
offers a modern take on a Japanese
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tea house. Specializing in unique teas,
drinks, and desserts, its core purpose is to
emphasize a deep respect for tradition,
quality, and value while providing a fun,
playful, and innovative environment.
Japanese teas, particularly matcha (green
tea), have become immensely popular in

the West due to their health benefits and
tastes. Tsujiri with its rich history wanted
to introduce itself to the global market
with a distinctive image, and engaged
dialogue 38 to begin rebranding and
redefining its image on a global scale.
dialogue 38’s design keeps the company’s

purpose and values in mind by taking
a modern approach with a traditional
“chabako” (tea box), which Tsuji is credited
as inventing, and using it repetitively as the
main feature in the 1,490-sq.-ft. space. Using
the tea box in this manner adds a playful
energy to an otherwise monochromatic
space. The boxes are custom made of
rift-cut white oak and backlit with LEDs.
The storefront shows a few empty spaces
between the boxes, inviting customers to
explore the inside, much like an opened tea
box. Upon entering, visitors see the space
unfold, and have the opportunity to discover
the many specialty teas and treats. The
eye then travels to the back of the store to
discover a perfectly situated sitting room
with dramatic lighting and appealing depth.
Contrasting colors complement the
white oak, reviving it with an edgy and
contemporary ambience. Flooring is
black Brazilian slate in a stacking pattern.
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A dark-painted backwall illustration
on digital vinyl shows a traditional
matcha process, once again reminding
visitors of the interrelationship of old
and new, of modern and tradition.
As a tea box cafe, the space is meant
to be fun and youthful, and innovative
while upholding traditional values;
contents of history contained in a box
are meant to be revealed and savored
through modern experience.
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Convenience Store

upa!
Santiago, Chile
Design: Bona Design Lab Inc., New York City
Photography: Inversiones Enex S.A., Huechuraba, Chile

The first freestanding location of
upa! introduces the “foodvenience”
concept to Chile.
ENEX, the licensee for Shell brand fuels and
lubricants in Chile and operator of service
stations as well as convenience stores under
the upa! brand name, opened a 2,900-sq.-ft.
store on the ground floor of a new office
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building on Avenida Apoquindo in Santiago.
Compared with typical stores associated
with fuel centers, this new freestanding
format encourages patrons to relax and
enjoy the high-quality beverage and food
offering becoming known as “foodvenience.”
As a retail format, foodvenience incorporates
a product assortment typical of convenience

stores combined with a grill serving
fresh, gourmet-quality foods and other
freshly prepared food and drinks. upa!
offers an extensive selection of wines
and liquors, a 5° beer cellar, and an ice
cream station. Focused on delivering an
authentic and fresh food experience, the
store features easy-to-use digital menus
along with appetizing food displays.

The dramatic architectural design of the
high-rise building, which results in floorto-ceiling glass on three sides of the store,
dictated a layout that concentrates the food
service operations in the rear and places
the extensive seating in the front half of
the store, easily seen from street level.
The seating for nearly 60 persons offers a
variety of options ranging from comfortable
sofas and armchairs to custom wood bench
workstations equipped with wi-fi, providing
patrons the opportunity to work during
extended breaks or to just enjoy some
downtime with friends and colleagues.
The new format allows Enex to expand and
refresh its upa! store brand by targeting new
audiences. This store format is the first of
three that the company will open in 2019
under the upa! brand. By 2022, the company
plans to open 100 new convenience stores,
of which 30 percent will be freestanding.
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Supermarket | Grocery

Whole Foods Market
Burbank, Calif.
Design: DL English Design, Pasadena, Calif.
Photography: DL English Design, Pasadena, Calif.
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This new Whole Foods Market takes
advantage of its location in the heart
of the “Media Capital of the World.”

store offers a meaningful connection to
shoppers and their community – a lively
gathering place for the city of Burbank.

Conceived by the Whole Foods Market and
DL English Design teams, the environment
is deeply infused with Burbank’s rich
history, culture, and visual identity, whether
it be drive-in diners, local production
studios, or the lively downtown area.
Through vivid design and décor, the new

Design inspiration pulls from Burbank’s
past and present central role in the T V and
film production industries. Conceptually,
the design marries Whole Foods Market’s
culture and brand values of fun, openness,
and transparency with the film idea of
“backstage.” Barriers are broken between

48th STORES OF THE YEAR

guests’ experience and the store’s back of
house. Visual and architectural statements
are made to feel “behind the scenes” to
create dramatic and varied shopping zones.
Upon entering, shoppers are met with
options for quick bites and refreshments.
Whether it’s the coffee and juice bar or
prepared foods for fast and easy healthy
eating, all is immediately accessible.
Progressing from “quick bites” are ingredient-

focused areas – produce, meat, seafood, and
dairy. Perfectly situated to pull shoppers to the
rear of the store and enjoy a longer shopping
experience is a large foodie-focused specialty
shop with cheese, wine, and scratch bakery.
Another key feature of the store is a bar restaurant
uniquely branded as “Stage 71.” The space is
inspired by open-stage scaffolding and is both
visible to and hidden from the store. Once inside,
shoppers find themselves in a large outdoor patio
full of communal and individual seating. Stage
71 is purposefully located to inhabit an area full
of natural light, visible and inviting from the
street, with adjacent access to prepared foods.
Stylistically, colors and materials are “lo-fi” –
high-tech but of a few decades ago. Translucent
materials and lighting effects are used heavily to
create high and low visual moments. Saturated
primary colors fill the space, but have been
pixelated and blended to feel vibrant, not
overwhelming. Décor language throughout
infuses food messaging with iconic phrases
of T V culture; giving the space a lively and
colorful voice that is uniquely Burbank’s own.
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CREDITS
All credits supplied by entrants as part of
their submission package.
ABC-MART Grand Stage, pg. 10
815-3 Yeoksam-Dong
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul
SOUTH KOREA
Category: Specialty Softlines
Completion: August 17, 2018
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Architect: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Kiyeno & Taw (general contractor); Planet
Design and Consulting Co., LTD, Tokyo
(construction management)
Photography: Masayuki Saito, Izumo,
Shimane, Japan
adidas, pg. 14
Building 11, Village South Area, No.19
Sanlitun Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing
CHINA
Category: Specialty Softlines
Completion: June 15, 2018
Design: Gensler, New York City
Contractors, consultants and trades:
HTHY, Beijing (general contractor);
Schubert Wanddesign, Emmendingen,
Germany; Bendheim Glass, New York City
(glass); County Materials Corp., Appleton,
Wisc.; Pure+ Freeform, St. Paul, Minn. (metal
walls and ceilings); McNICHOLS, Tampa, Fla.
(perforated metals); PrivacyLink, Smithfield,
Utah (fencing); Benjamin Moore, Montvale,
N.J. (paint); Robbins Sports Surfaces,
Cincinnati (flooring); Fleetwood Fixtures,
Reading, Pa. (fixturing)
Photography: Courtesy adidas
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Air: A Portable Pop-Up Park, pg. 18
Category: Unbuilt | Conceptual Theoretical or Concept
Completion: November 1, 2018
Design: Little, Charlotte, N.C.
Avril Supermarché Santé, pg. 22
1660 Boulevard le Corbusier
Laval, QC H7S 1Z2
CANADA
Category: Supermarket | Grocery
Completion: June 2018
Design: Ædifica, Montréal
Architecture: Ædifica, Montréal
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Longer Construction, Sherbrooke,
Que. (general contractor); CS Lighting,
Westmount, Que. (lighting consultant);
INNO-3B, Saint-Pacôme, Que. (vertical
farming); Vert Cube, Montréal (garden
consultant)
Photography: Olivier Blouin, Montréal
Birkenstock, pg. 26
120 Spring St., New York, NY10012
USA
Category: Specialty Softlines
Completion: October 1, 2018
Design: TPG Architecture, New York City
Architect: TPG Architecture, New York City
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Michilli Inc., New York City (general
contractor); HNY, New York City (MEP
engineer); AUE, New York City (structural
engineer); RL Studio, Chatsworth, Calif.
(lighting); Megavision, Brooklyn, N.Y.
(millwork); Signs of Success, Lynbrook, N.Y.
(signage); Spectra Audio Design Group,
New York City (AV)
Photography: Alec Zaballero,
New York City

Brothers Marketplace, pg. 30
1 Moody St., Waltham, MA 02451
USA
Category: Supermarket | Grocery
Completion: May 1, 2018
Design: BHDP Architecture, Cincinnati
Architect: Plan B Architecture, Tolland,
Conn.
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Construction Management & Builders,
Inc., Boston (general contractor); I.D. Sign
Group, Inc., S. Easton, Mass. (signage)
Photography: Mark Steele, Columbus, Ohio
Butcher’s Mark, pg. 36
8519 Cooper Creek Blvd., University Park,
FL 34201
USA
Category: Specialty Purveyors &
Provisioners
Completion: November 28, 2018
Design: api(+), Tampa, Fla.
Architect: api(+) Tampa, Fla.
Contractors, consultants and trades:
The Charles & Chase Group, Inc. Sarasota,
Fla. (general contractor); EraserFarm,
Tampa, Fla. (logo, identity, signage and
graphics)
Photography: Christopher Garofalo,
Atlanta

CREDITS
Clean Market, pg. 40
240 East 54th St., New York, NY 10022
USA
Category: Apothecary, Pharmacy
Completion: July 1, 2018
Design: Heitler Houstoun Architects,
New York City
Architect: Heitler Houstoun Architects,
New York City
Consultants, contractors and trades:
The AbeCo Organization, Brooklyn, N.Y.
(contractor and management); RL Studio,
Chatsworth, Calif. (lighting); Exclusive
Retail Interiors, Plainview, N.Y. (fixturing);
E. Friedman Associates, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.
(kitchen consultant)
Photography: Dorothy Hong Photography,
New York City
Comcast Xfinity, pg. 46
6440 Grand Ave., Gurnee Mills, IL 60031
USA
Category: Telecommunications
Completion: July 5, 2018
Design: FCB/RED, Chicago
Architect: Vanney Associates, St. Paul,
Minn. and Ware Malcomb, Chicago
Contractors, consultants and trades:
DeLauter Inc., Crystal Lake, Ill. (general
contractor); 37 Volts, Cincinnati (lighting
design); Sparks Custom Fabrication,
Adamsville, Tenn.
Photography: Courtesy FCB/RED
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CoverGirl, pg. 50
20 Times Square Building, 701 7th Ave.,
New York, NY 10036
USA
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: November 23, 2018
Design: FRCH NELSON, Cincinnati
Architect: FRCH NELSON, Cincinnati
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Shawmut Design and Construction, Boston
(general contractor); zeroLux Lighting
Design, New York City (lighting); Ruggles
Sign, Versailles, Ky. (illuminated signage);
Image One, Freehold, N.J. (shimmer walls,
lightboxes and non-illuminated signage);
Array, Bradford, Ont. (fixturing); WolfGordon, New York City (wallcoverings);
Innovations in Wallcoverings, New York City
(wallcoverings); Cape Contract Furniture,
Concord, Ont. (stools)
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield,
Conn.
Créatif, pg. 56
5480 Sunol Blvd. #2, Pleasanton, CA 94566
USA
Category: Creative Arts & Crafts DIY Studio
Completion: August 30, 2018
Design: Retail Habitats, San Diego
Architect: Herald & Ayers Architects,
Pleasanton, Calif.
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Flory Construction, San Leandro, Calif.
(general contractor); Maxwood Co., San
Diego (millwork)
Photography: Steve Kosaka, San Diego

Deep Dive, pg. 60
620 Lenora St., Seattle, WA 98121
USA
Category: Bar | Pub
Completion: August 28, 2018
Design: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Architect: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Snellen, Seattle (general contractor);
Okano Picard Studio, Seattle (architectural
support); Curtis Steiner, Seattle (collections
curation); Arup, Seattle (structural,
mechanical, electrical, plumbing AV and
acoustical engineering); Niteo, Seattle
(lighting design); Studio Pacifica, Seattle
(accessibility); CMA Restaurant Supply,
Kirkland, Wash. (bar equipment); Custom
Interiors, Arlington, Wash. (custom
casework); Architectural Elements,
Bellingham, Wash. (custom metalwork);
Resolute Lighting, Seattle, (bar lighting);
Spearhead, Nelson, B.C. (steel ceiling);
Milestone, Seattle (plaster); Summitt
Forest Products, Cerritos, Calif. (flooring);
Ambiente, Seattle (tile); Ottiu, Rio Tinto,
Portugal (bar stools and chairs)
Photography: Haris Kenjar, Seattle

CREDITS
Desjardins, pg. 64
1101, Rue Sainte-Catherine Ouest, Montréal,
PQ H3B 1J4
CANADA
Category: Financial
Completion: May 2018
Design: Ædifica, Montréal
Architect: Ædifica, Montréal
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Axxys Construction, Montréal (general
contractor); MASSIVart, Montréal (art
consultancy and production); Daniel Iregui,
Montréal (RIVER artist); Pénéga, Montréal
(interactive table and iPad terminal);
Igotcha, Montréal (AV); Planterra, Dorval,
Que. (living wall); Lumenpulse Longueil, QC
(interior lighting); Julien Côté et fils, Lasalle,
Que. (office furniture); RCM Architectural,
Saint-Isadore, Que. (custom furniture)
Photography: Stéphane Brugger, Montréal
Dockside Cannabis, pg. 68
4601 Leary Way NW, Seattle, WA 98107
USA
Innovation Award: Storefront (Façade)
Innovation Award: Fixturing
Category: Specialty Purveyors &
Provisioners
Completion: June 30, 2018
Design: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Architect: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Bennion Construction & Carpentry, Seattle
(general contractor); Harriott Valentine
Engineers, Seattle (structural engineer);
Artifex NW, Seattle, (custom casework and
furniture)
Photography: Andrew Pogue, Seattle

Duty Zero, pg. 72
1 Sky Plaza Rd., Chek Lap Kok Chek Lap Kok,
Lantau Island, Hong Kong
CHINA
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: July 12, 2018
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Architect: CallisonRTKL, Los Angeles and
Design 2 HK Ltd., Hong Kong
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Legend Interior Limited, Hong Kong
(general contractor); Brandston Partnership,
New York City (lighting design); China Duty
Free Limited, Beijing (graphics and visual
merchandising)
Photography: Tim Franco, Shanghai, China
El Palacio de Hierro, Wellness Floor,
pg. 76
Centro Santa Fe, Vasco de Quiroga 3800,
Lomas de Santa Fe, Contadero, 05109,
Ciudad de México, CDMX
MEXICO
Category: Department Store
Completion: March 15, 2018
Design: TPG Architecture, New York City
Architect: TPG Architecture, New York City
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Grupo Rangel Facilitadores de Obra, S.A.
de C.V. (general contractor); Lighting
Workshop, Brooklyn (lighting design);
Porcelanosa Mexico (stone, tile); Tabu
Veneer, Hackensack, N.J. (flooring)
Photography: Paul Rivera, New York City

FAO Schwarz, pg. 80
45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10111
USA
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: November 16, 2018
Design: Chute Gerdeman, Columbus, Ohio
Architect: Gruskin Group, Springfield, N.J.
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Turner Construction, New York City (general
contractor); AMA Consulting Engineers PC,
New York City (MEP); ADG Engineering;
37 Volts Light Studio, Cincinnati (lighting
design); Arcadis (fixtures); Array Marketing,
Toronto (fixtures); Dillon Works, Mukilteo,
Wash. (fixtures) Arsenal New York, New York
City (fixtures); Four Daughters Architectural
Woodworkers LLC, Long Island City, N.Y.
(millwork); Gotham Style, Emmaus, Pa.
(fixtures); Orion HD, Manitowoc, Wisc.
(lighting fixtures); Storyland Studios, Lake
Elsinore, Calif. (fixtures); Daltile, Dallas
(stone/tile); Retail Without Boundaries,
Pittsburgh (graphics); Stys Hospitality
Initiative, Topsfield, Mass. (project
management); Technomedia Solutions,
Orlando, Fla. (AV)
Photography: Richard Caden, Fairfield,
Conn.
Farmacia Puente Colgante, pg. 86
C/ Puente Colgante 41. 47007 Valladolid
SPAIN
Category: Apothecary, Pharmacy
Completion: October 25, 2018
Design: Marketing-Jazz, Madrid
Architect: Marketing-Jazz, Madrid and
Arquitectura y Urbanismo, Valladolid
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Reformas Altra S.L., Valladolid (general
contractor); AuroraLighting, Barcelona
(lighting); Muesco, (storefront and
furniture); Rotulos Imagina, Valladolid;
(signage and graphics); Faher, Valladolid
(metalworking); Fede, Valladolid (flooring)
Photography: Luis Sanchez De Pedro Aires,
Madrid
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Innisfree, pg. 90
750 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10022
USA
Innovation Award: Store Planning |
Circulation
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: November 7, 2018
Design: Mapos Architects DPC,
New York City
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Michilli Inc. New York City (general
contractor); Luciforma, New York City
(lighting design); Creative Realities, New
York City (technology consultant); ABS
Engineering, New York City (MEP); Blondie’s
Treehouse, New York City (plants); MG
Concepts Amityville, N.Y. (fixturing)
Photography: Garrett Rowland,
San Francisco
JA Jiaozi, pg. 94
13776 Jamboree Rd., Ste. 13776, Irvine,
CA 92602
USA
Category: Fast Food & Quick Service
Restaurants
Completion: June 15, 2018
Design: CallisonRTKL, Los Angeles
Architect: CallisonRTKL, Los Angeles
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Mitchell General Contractors Inc., Irvine,
Calif. (general contractor); Votex Lighting,
Hollywood, Calif. (lighting); 2Stone
Designer Concrete Inc., Calgary, Alb.
(concrete wall); TerraMai Reclaimed Wood,
White City, Ore. (wood wall); Lightwave
Laser, Santa Rosa, Calif. (wood screen)
Photography: Lawrence Anderson,
Los Angeles

Johnnie Walker, pg. 98
Calle Serrano, 2, 28001
Plaza de San Miguel, Madrid
SPAIN
Category: Specialty Purveyors &
Provisioners
Completion: January 11, 2018
Design: Dalziel & Pow, London
Architect: Dalziel & Pow, London
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Tetris, London (general contractor);
Circle Square, London; Ansorg, Mülheim,
Germany (lighting)
Photography: Courtesy Johnnie Walker
Kinton Ramen, pg. 102
4026 Confederation Pkwy., Mississauga,
ON L5B 0G4
CANADA
Category: Fast Food & Quick Service
Restaurant
Completion: June 1, 2018
Design: dialogue 38, Toronto
Contractors, consultants and trades:
HS Construction, Vaughn, Ont. (general
contractor); Olympia Tile+Stone, Toronto
(tile); Metro Wallcoverings Inc., Concord,
Ont. (wallcoverings)
Photography: Kerun Ip, Toronto

L'Occitane en Provence, pg. 106
555 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017
USA
Store of the Year
Innovation Award: Experiential
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: July 30, 2018
Design: L’Occitane en Provence
International and North America,
New York City
Architect: Rawlins Design Inc.,
New York City
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Thorson • Baker + Associates, Cincinnati
(MEP); Living Stone Concrete Design, Lake
Elmo, Minn. (concrete work); EziDone
Display Inc., China (fixturing); Vision
Woodworking, Minneapolis (fixturing);
Kendu, Miami (lightboxes); Lido Lighting,
Inc., Deer Park, N.Y. (lightboxes); Triangle
Sign & Service, Halethorpe, Md., (signage);
International TreeScapes LLC, San Marcos,
Calif. (Mediterranean Olive tree)
Photography: Courtesy L’Occitane en
Provence
Longo’s, pg. 112
5773 Main St., Stouffville, ON L4A 2T1
CANADA
Category: Supermarket | Grocery
Completion: November 1, 2018
Design: Ampersand Studio Inc., Toronto
Architect: Studio Intersekt, Burlington, Ont.
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Fieldgate Construction, Toronto (general
contractor); Mulvey & Banani Lighting Inc.,
North York, Ont., (lighting); Aspen Inc.,
Bolton, Ont. (millwork); Mettro Source,
North York, Ont. (tile); Olympia Tile+Stone,
Toronto (tile); ByNature, Toronto (moss)
Photography: Philip Castleton
Photography Inc., Toronto
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Made by We, pg. 116
902 Broadway, New York, NY 10010
USA
Category: Concierge | Lobby
Completion: December 31, 2018
Design: Mrs&Mr., New York City
Photography: Dave Burk, New York City
Maitri, pg. 120
27 W. Main St., Uniontown, PA 15401
USA
Category: Specialty Purveyors &
Provisioners
Completion: September 4, 2018
Design: The High Road Design Studio,
Tempe, Ariz.
Architect: LGA Partners, Pittsburgh
Consultants, contractors and trades:
PJ Dick, Pittsburgh (general contractor);
Ashley Fair (art consultant); Diagnostic
Electronic Services Inc., (security
consultant); MaxWood Co., San Diego
(millwork); Quarter20, Chicago (brand
consultant); Reflex Lighting, Boston
(lighting); ZenGenius Inc., Columbus, Ohio
(visual elements)
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield,
Conn.
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Marche at NCR, pg. 124
864 Spring St., Atlanta, GA 30308
USA
Innovation Award: Signage and Graphics
Category: Graphics | Wayfinding
Completion: October 28, 2018
Design: Gensler, Atlanta
Architect: Gensler, Atlanta
Contractors, consultants and trades:
HITT Contracting, Inc., Atlanta (general
contractor); AHA Consulting Engineers,
Inc., Atlanta (MEP); Camacho Associates
Inc., Atlanta (food service design and
consulting); Newcomb & Boyd, Atlanta
(acoustical, data/telecom, security); Uzun
& Case, Atlanta (structural engineer);
Diversified, Atlanta (low voltage, AV); MOSS
Retail & Environments, Chicago; ONSITE
Woodwork Corporation, Austell, Ga.
Photography: Garrett Rowland, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Noah’s Bagels, pg. 128
5095 Telegraph Ave., A-1, Oakland,
CA 94609
USA
Category: Fast Food & Quick Service
Restaurant
Completion: January 29, 2018
Design: Tesser Inc., San Francisco
Architect: RSP Architects, Minneapolis
Consultants, contractors and trades:
RC Pacific, Roseville, Calif. (general
contractor); The Patton Group, Brisbane,
Calif. (wood flooring); Dal-tile, Dallas
(mosaic tile); Grand Rapids Chair Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich. (bentwood chairs);
Designform Furnishings, Irvine, Calif. (wood
barstools); Arteriors (brass pendants)
Photography: Tom Holland, San Francisco

NuSkin, pg. 132
2107 Nanhai Ave., Nanshan District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong, 518054
CHINA
Category: Showroom
Completion: November 15, 2018
Design: Shikatani Lacroix Design, Toronto
Architect: MetaThink, Shanghai
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Shanghai Aictech Trading Co., Ltd.,
Longsheng (digital hardware)
Photography: Ronald Leung, Guangzhou,
China
PetCoach, pg. 136
141 S Las Posas Rd., San Marcos, CA 92078
USA
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: August 4, 2018
Design: CallisonRTKL, Seattle
Architect: CallisonRTKL, Los Angeles
Consultants, contractors and trades:
KDC Construction, San Leandro, Calif.
(general contractor); Cyrca Strategy LLC,
Seattle (brand consultant)
Photography: Courtesy Petco
Roots Legends, pg. 140
344 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115
USA
Innovation Award: Artistic Expression
Innovation Award: Branding
Innovation Award: Visual Merchandising
Category: Pop-Up | Pop-In Shop
Completion: November 19, 2018
Design: Roots Canada, Toronto, with
Bergmeyer, Boston
Architect: Bergmeyer, Boston
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Hirsch Construction Corp., Boston (general
contractor); Counter Measure, Boston
(OPM); Sign Design Inc., Brockton, Mass.
(signage); Showman Fabricators, Bayonne,
N.J.
Photography: Richard Cadan, Fairfield,
Conn.
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SC30, pg. 144
472 9th St., Oakland, CA 94607
USA
Innovation Award: Social Causes &
Community Connection
Category: Pop-Up | Pop-In Shop
Completion: December 21, 2018
Design: Under Armour, Baltimore (In-House
Marketing, Store Design & Creative)
Architect: Shremshock Architects and
Engineers, New Albany, Ohio
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Davaco, Irving, Texas (general contractor);
Illuminaries murals + design, San Francisco
(murals); Chandler Inc., Afton, Minn.
(custom fixtures); SEG Services, Portland,
Ore. (graphics)
Photography: Sepehr Zamani, Los Angeles

Sleep Number, pg. 154
136 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011
USA
Innovation Award: Digital Integration
Category: Specialty Hardlines
Completion: August 8, 2018
Design: Sleep Number, Minneapolis and
JGA, Southfield, Mich.
Architect: JGA, Southfield, Mich.
Contractors, consultants and trades:
PD Contracting Management General
Construction, Long Island City, N.Y. (general
contractor); CenterPoint, St. Paul, Minn.
(technology); The Science Project, New York
City (technology content); Madsen Fixture
and Millwork, Forest Lake, Minn. (millwork,
fixturing, wall treatment)
Photography: Corey Gaffer, Minneapolis

Shake Shack, pg. 150
2995 Larimer St., Denver, CO 80205
USA
Category: Fast Food & Quick Service
Restaurants
Completion: March 21, 2018
Design: WD Partners, Columbus, Ohio
Architect: WD Partners, Columbus, Ohio
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Symmetry Builders, Dacono, Colo. (general
contractor)
Photography: Corey Anthony, Lakeland,
Colo.

Sparkman Wharf, pg. 158
615 Channelside Dr., Tampa, FL 33602
USA
Category: Graphics | Wayfinding
Completion: November 30, 2018
Design: api(+), Tampa, Fla.
Architect: BDG Architects, Tampa, Fla.
Consultants, contractors and trades:
EWI Construction, Tampa, Fla. (general
contractor)
Photography: Nicole Abbett, Aerial
Innovations, Tampa, Fla.

T-Mobile, pg. 162
3791 Las Vegas Blvd. S., Las Vegas, NV 89109
USA
Category: Telecommunications
Completion: January 5, 2018
Design: FITCH, Columbus, Ohio
Architect: Nadal Architects, Los Angeles
Consultants, contractors and trades:
DC Building Group, Las Vegas (general
contractor); Focus Lighting (lighting), New
York City; AVI Systems, Cincinnati (digital);
Fleetwood Fixtures, Leesport, Pa. (fixturing
and millwork); Stone Source, New York City
(terrazzo floor tile); Mohawk, Calhoun, Ga.
(carpet tile); Patcraft, Dalton, Ga. (vinyl tile);
The Tile Shop, Plymouth, Minn. (wall tile);
Wolf-Gordon, New York City (textiles); Knoll,
East Greenville, Pa. (textiles); Designtex,
New York City (textiles); Pierre Frey, Paris
(textiles); Giroux Glass, Las Vegas (glass);
LG Hausys America Inc., Atlanta (solid
surfacing); Porcelanosa, Villarreal, Spain
(tile and solid surfacing); Silestone, Coral
Gables, Fla. (solid surfacing)
Photography: David Marquardt
Architectural Photography, Las Vegas
Target, pg. 166
3031 SE Powell Blvd., Portland, OR 97202
USA
Innovation Award: Adaptive Reuse
Category: Department Store
Completion: November 10, 2018
Design: Target, Minneapolis
Architect: Target, Minneapolis
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Skanska Construction, Portland, Ore.
(general contractor); The Lighting Practice,
Philadelphia (lighting); TerraMai Reclaimed
Woods, White City, Ore. (wood)
Photography: Josh Partee, Portland, Ore.
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The Container Store, pg. 170
7700 W. Northwest Hwy., Dallas, TX 75225
USA
Category: Home Improvement | DIY
Completion: June 28, 2018
Design: FRCH NELSON, Cincinnati
Architect: FRCH NELSON, Cincinnati
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Graycor Construction, Chicago (general
contractor); MJD Interactive, San Diego
(digital technology); Interface Flooring,
Atlanta (flooring); Andreu World, Coalesse,
Muuto (furniture); Villa Lighting, St. Louis
(lighting)
Wallcoverings and Materials:
Koroseal, Fairlawn, Ohio (wallcoverings);
Lab Designs Architectural Laminates, Mt.
Airy, N.C., (laminates), Cambria, LeSueur,
Minn. (solid surfacing); Nevamar, Shelton,
Conn. (laminates); Wilsonart, Temple, Texas
(laminates); DuPont, Midland, Mich.
Photography: Mark Steele, Columbus, Ohio
The Shop at Bluebird, pg. 176
Carriage Hall, 29 Floral St., London
WC2E 9DP
UK
Category: Specialty Softlines
Completion: August 6, 2018
Design: Dalziel & Pow, London
Architect: Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates,
London
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Barnwood, London (general contractor);
Shoplight Lighting, Peterborough (lighting)
Photography: Alicia Clarke, London
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Tika Tea House, pg. 180
675 Yonge St., Toronto, ON M4Y 1T1
CANADA
Category: Coffee or Tea Shop
Completion: September 1, 2018
Design: dialogue 38, Toronto
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Cont-Top Constructions, Scarborough, Ont.
(general contractor); Olympia Tile+Stone,
Toronto (tile)
Photography: Kerun Ip, Toronto

Tsujiri, pg. 192
596 Yonge St., Toronto, ON M4Y 1Z3
CANADA
Category: Coffee or Tea Shop
Completion: February 2, 2018
Design: dialogue 38, Toronto
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Cont-Top Constructions, Scarborough, Ont.
(general contractor); Olympia Tile+Stone,
Toronto (tile)
Photography: Kerun Ip, Toronto

Tokyo Central Specialty Market, pg. 184
18171 Imperial Hwy., Yorba Linda, CA 92886
USA
Category: Supermarket | Grocery
Completion: October 13, 2018
Design: Little, Charlotte, N.C.
Architect: Little, Newport Beach, Calif.
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Rohm Building & Development, Inc.,
Yorba Linda, Calif. (general contractor);
Commercial Lighting, Indio, Calif. (lighting);
BK Sign, Ausza, Calif. (signage)
Photography: Henry Cabala, Pasadena,
Calif.

upa!, pg. 196
Apoquindo 6.550, Las Condes, Santiago
CHILE
Category: Convenience Store
Completed: December 12, 2018
Design: Bona Design Lab Inc.,
New York City
Photography: Inversiones Enex S.A.,
Huechuraba, Chile

Trailbend Taproom, pg. 188
1118 NW 50th St., Seattle, WA 98107
USA
Innovation Award: Materiality
Category: Bar | Pub
Completion: March 31, 2018
Design: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Architect: Graham Baba Architects, Seattle
Consultants, contractors and trades:
Dovetail General Contractors, Seattle
(general contractor); Harriot Valentine
Engineers, Seattle (structural engineering);
Turnstyle, Seattle (graphic design);
Architectural Elements, Bellingham,
Wash. (general metalwork); Firelight
Forge, Seattle, (furniture and drink rail
fabrication) Seattle; Western Neon, Seattle
(neon signage); Gleenwood Valley Timber,
Glenwood, Wash. (reclaimed wood)
Photography: Haris Kenjar, Seattle and
Kevin Scott, New York City

Whole Foods Market, pg. 200
3401 W. Olive Ave., Burbank, CA 91505
USA
Category: Supermarket | Grocery
Completion: June 20, 2018
Design: DL English Design, Pasadena, Calif.
Architect: RMCA Architecture Design
Planning, Los Angeles
Contractors, consultants and trades:
Bogart Construction, Irvine, Calif. (general
contractor)
Photography: DL English Design, Pasadena,
Calif.

DESIGN RESOURCE DIRECTORY

Ædifica
514.844.6611
www.aedifica.com
Myriam Boutin
Senior Director, Retail
Environments
mboutin@aedifica.com

Stephane Bernier
Director, Design Studio
sbernier@aedifica.com

Architectural Systems, Inc.
www.archsystems.com

Ron Jackson
rjackson@archsystems.com
646.460.8221

Andrew Cooper
acooper@archsystems.com
646.460.8226

See sponsorship page 205

Arc Vision Incorporated
314.415.2400
www.arcv.com
Janine Buettner, RDI
jbuettner@arcv.com

Jessie Sanders, RDI
jsanders@arcv.com

Bergmeyer
51 Sleeper St.
Boston, MA 02210
www.bergmeyer.com
Eric Kuhn, Affiliate IIDA, RDI
ekuhn@bergmeyer.com
617.542.1025
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Rhiannon Hayes
rhayes@bergmeyer.com
617.695.7795

BDHP
302 West Third St., Suite 500
Cincinnati, OH 45202
513.271.1634
bhdp.com
Andrew McQuilkin, FRDI
amquilkin@bhdp.com
See sponsorship page 35

Big Red Rooster
121 Thurman Ave.
Columbus, OH 43206
614.607.7900
bigredrooster.com
Aaron Spiess, RDI
aspiess@bigredrooster.com
614.607.7925

Richard Cadan Photography
60 Prospect Ave.
Fairfield, CT 06825
www.richardcadan.com
Richard Cadan
richard@richardcadan.com
718.612.4444
See sponsorship page 85

CRTKL
206.613.7216
callisonrtkl.com
Cindi Kato, RDI
Vice President, Global Retail BD Director
cindi.kato@callisonrtkl.com
T 206.613.7216
M 206.790.1161
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CESO
www.cesoinc.com

Thomas Kowalski, RDI
Executive Creative Director
kowalski@cesoinc.com
937.401.3575

Jessica Werkowitz
Marketing Manager
werkowitz@cesoinc.com
937.401.3595

Chain Store Age / SPECS
150 W. 30th St., New York, NY 10001
chainstoreage.com | specsshow.com
Gary Esposito
Group Publisher |
SPECS Chairman
gesposito@chainstoreage.com
212.756.5118

CHANDLER
651.389.5910
chandlerinc.com
John Chandler
CEO
jchandler@chandlerinc.com
651.389.5910

ChangeUp
844.804.7700
www.changeupinc.com
Lynn Gonsior
Partner
lynn.gonsior@changeupinc.com
844.804.7700
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Marianne Wilson
Editor
mwilson@chainstoreage.com
212.756.5261

Chute Gerdeman, Inc.
455 S. Ludlow St.
Columbus, OH 43215
614.469.1001
chutegerdeman.com
Amanda Seevers
aseevers@chutegerdeman.com

Collaborate
www.retaildesignevent.com
Tia Potter
tpotter@connectevents.biz
917.846.5185
September 13-15, 2020 Loewes Coronado Bay Resort, San Diego

design:retail magazine
145 Sanctuary Pkwy., Suite 355
Alpharetta, GA 30009
designretailonline.com
Jessie Dowd
jessie.dowd@emeraldexpo.com
See sponsorship page 209

d | fab
1100 E. Mandoline Ave., Suite 100
Madison Heights, MI 48071
800.968.9440
dfabdesign.com
Nadine Geering, RDI
ngeering@dfabdesign.com
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D L English Design
167 Waverly Dr., Pasadena, CA 91105
626.795.2120
dlenglishdesign.com
Tracey Woodward
Director of Business Development
t.woodward@dlenglishdesign.com
415-377-3609

DRM Unlimited
2 Blacksmith Road
Levittown, NY 11756
646-785-9590
drmunlimited.net
Dina Meindl
dina@drmunlimited.net

EC Retail Studio
1300 Hawthorne Ave. SE, Williams Park, Smyrna, GA 30080
ecretailstudio.com
Brent Schilling
CEO
bschilling@ecretailstudio.com
Direct: 770.690.0023
Cell: 404.357.4400

FITCH
585 S. Front St., Suite 300
Columbus, OH 43215
fitch.com
Alana Eversole
Business Development Director
Alana.eversole@fitch.com
614.885.3453
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Horace Hume
Creative Partner
hhume@ecretailstudio.com
Cell: 404.202.5881

FRCH Nelson
311 Elm St., Suite 600, Cincinnati, OH 45202
513.241.3000 | www.frchnelson.com
Emily Hamilton
Director, Brand Marketing
ehamilton@nelsonww.com
513.362.3435
See sponsorship page 55

Tom Custer, Vice President
Client Development
tcuster@nelsonww.com
Direct: 513.362.1582
Mobile: 513.316.0748

Gensler
2 Harrison St. Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94105. USA
Tel: +1 415.433.3700
Fax: +1 415.836.4599
www.gensler.com
Aaron Birney
aaron_birney@gensler.com

Heitler Houston
15 W. 36th St., 16th Fl, New York, NY 10018
T: 212.533.4250
www.h-h-architects.com

See sponsorship page 45

Josh Heitler, AIA, LEED AP
Senior Principal
212.533.4250 x 11
jheitler@h-h-architects.com

Kimberly M. Coca, AIA
Senior Associate
212.533.4250 x 21
kcoca@h-h-architects.com

Higher Environments
www.higherenvironments.com/
Carrie Harvey
Sr. Marketing Specialist
carrie.harvey@higherenvironments.com
877.221.7472
Distinctive retail spaces for the cannabis industry.
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IA InteriorArchitects
646.658.4146
www.interiorarchitects.com
Ray Escheid, RDI
Director of Client Services
r.ehscheid@interiorarchitects.com

KNOCK
www.knockinc.com

Tom Newton
tom.newton@KNOCKinc.com
612.455.8700

Reginaldo C Reyes, RDI, NCIDQ
reginaldo.reyes@KNOCKinc.com
612.455.8722

Little
615 South College St., Suite 1600
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.525.6350
littleonline.com
Tina Howell
Chief Marketing Officer
thowell@littleonline.com

Mark Steele Photography
1515 D Delashmut Ave.
Columbus, OH 43212 USA
marksteelephotography.com
Mark Steele
mark@marksteelephotography.com
614.291.0519
See sponsorship page 175
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Praxis Connections, Ltd.
PraxisConnect.com

Jenny Baker, RDI
Jenny@PraxisConnect.com
614.732.6327

Sargenti
sargarch.com

Melanie Gifford
Director of Business Development
mgifford@sargarch.com
323-775-2404
See sponsorship page 7

Shawmut
www.shawmut.com

William Pisani
212.920.8912
wpisani@shawmut.com

Stylmark, Inc.
6536 Main St. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55432
800.328.2495
Stylmark.com
Carrie Harvey Schnabel
Sr. Marketing Specialist
charveyschnabel@stylmark.com
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TPG Architecture, LLP
31 Penn Plaza, 132 W. 31st St., 5th Floor, New York, NY 10001
212.768.0800
TPGArchitecture.com
Diana Revkin, RDI
Managing Director, Retail
DRevkin@TPGArchitecture.com
212.536.5228

Triad Manufacturing, Inc.
4321 Semple Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63120
triadmfg.com
Bob Hardie
Greg M. Gorman, RDI
Co-President, Sales & Marketing VP Creative / NBD
bhardie@triadmfg.com
ggorman@triadmfg.com
See sponsorship page 3

VMSD
www.vmsd.com
Murray Kasmenn, President/Group Publisher
murray.kasmenn@stmediagroup.com | 770.578.2577
Jennifer Acevedo, Editor-in-Chief
jennifer.acevedo@stmediagroup.com | 513.263.9337
See sponsorship page 213

WD Partners
7007 Discovery Blvd.
Dublin, OH 43017
614.634.7000
wdpartners.com
Mark Bateman
Mark.Bateman@WDPartners.com
614.634.7171
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